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BACK TO THE ABNORMAL!
t was exactly a year ago when we were
six days into the lockdown due to
Corona Virus. Governments all over
the world had a devastating medical
situation at hand wherein the number
of infections and deaths were spiraling out of
control. We had at that point not yet
comprehended the long-term impact of the
virus on our lives. Almost six months later
the world started limping back to normal,
gingerly getting back to business! The
vaccine companies with full support of the
governments worked at a breakneck speed to
successfully develop a vaccine against the
disease. While the biggest vaccination
program ever is ongoing, the life seems to
have come a full circle. Covid 19 is back and
the numbers are again skyrocketing.
India has been facing the brunt with a
number of states declaring selective
lockdowns. While this time around we are
more experienced in handling the situation,
we have again been pushed to an era of
uncertainty mostly due to a callous attitude.
It is time again to be extremely cautious and
careful with full safety measures as in the
past lest we land up in the same situation as
before.
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While a number of countries are facing
resurgence of the virus, a number of them
have got it under control totally and are in the
process of opening their doors to nonessential visitors. Golf Paradise Thailand has
announced phased lifting of restriction on
inbound travel. Phuket would be the ¿ rst
destination in the country to allow visitors
without subjecting them to quarantine, the
other destinations will follow suit.
While a number of activities are muted and
curtailed due to the virus, Golf has seen an
unprecedented growth with the number of
rounds shooting through the roof. We would
like to encourage our readers and all golfers
to play with the necessary safeguards like
masks & sanitisers. While the game promotes
social distancing, it is advisable to exercise
caution whenever you are out for a round.
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RANKED AMONGST THE FIFTY
MOST INFLUENTIAL PEOPLE IN
INDIA, SADHGURU IS A YOGI,
MYSTIC, VISIONARY AND A
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING
AUTHOR SADHGURU HAS
BEEN CONFERRED THE
PADMA VIBHUSHAN BY THE
GOVERNMENT OF INDIA IN
2017, THE HIGHEST ANNUAL
CIVILIAN AWARD, ACCORDED
FOR EXCEPTIONAL AND
DISTINGUISHED SERVICE.
SADHGURU ISHA FOUNDATION

BREAKING THE KARMIC CYCLE

SADHGURU ON HOW TO GO BEYOND ONE’S LIMITATIONS
Q: I’m always doing my practices but still,
something within me is not breaking down.
I’m making the same mistakes again and
again. How to break that?
Sadhguru: So, you want to break down
certain limitations and go beyond them. You
need to understand, the karmic structure in
every human being is essentially cyclical.
When we say it is a cycle, it is not from
lifetime to lifetime alone. If you are observant
enough you will see, outside events generally
repeat themselves in cycles of 12 to 15 years.
If you observe much more closely, you will
see, within a year’s time, these same patterns
are happening many times over. If you observe
very, very closely, even within a day, the same
cycles are happening many times over. These
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40-minute cycles are called galige in Kannada
. So, the karmic cycle actually takes force
every 40 minutes. Every 40 minutes, you
have an opportunity to break it. If you are not
observant, it may take a cycle of 12 years for
you to notice that there is a certain pattern to
your life. If you make yourself more and more
conscious, you will see, every 40 minutes the
same cycle is happening. It is very important
to see this. If you see that your life is simply a
repetitive foolish cycle, that every 40 minutes,
you are doing the same cycle over and over
again, it just takes two days for you to realize
the way it is going is no good. If you see the
cycles once in 12 years, it will take 24 to 48
years to realize this is no good. If you see the
cycles once in a lifetime, it will take a few
lifetimes to see this is no good.

It all depends on how conscious you are. The
more conscious you become, the more you see
living in an unconscious cycle is no good. So,
every 40 minutes, you have an opportunity
to become conscious of it and to break the
cycle. You want to break your present walls
and go away. Do you have your wife’s
permission? You need to take permission
because you took vows together. [Laughs]
But unfortunately, certain things in life do not
happen with permission. Unless people are
conscious enough to see arrangements only as
temporary and unless they are willing to look
at life beyond that and take the arrangements
to different levels as necessary, then the only
choice becomes either to give up the process
of growth or to break the arrangements.
Both will be cruel. One will be cruel to you;

Feature
another will be cruel to people around you. If
you want to grow taking people along with
you, it takes much more effort, much more
consciousness, much more dedication, much
more balance, much more sadhana than
walking alone. I would say a Brahmachari
needs much less sadhana than people who
want to live in family situations and still
want to grow; because they have taken on a
bigger challenge in their life; a much bigger
challenge. You will ¿nd walking alone to
Kailash dif¿cult. If you have to take four
people on your shoulders and walk, it will
take tremendous strength.
So, if you go with your whole family to the
base of the mountain, the only thing that will
happen is, you will look at the mountain and
you will shiver, because you look at your
wife, you look at your child – “How to take
all these people and go up?” Then you will
become cautious. Caution and cowardice are
not two different things. When someone else
does it, it is cowardice. When you do it, it is
caution. So, you will become cautious and
do a more practical thing; you will have a
picnic at the foothills. You will never attempt
to climb the peak, because you are cautious,
sensible and practical; all the nice things
which make life sane. That is why we built
the Isha Yoga Center at the foothills, so that
you can come and have a picnic. Your little
children, your wife, your grandmother and
your mother-in-law, they are all there, you
cannot just leave them and walk away. So,
as a responsible, cautious, practical man, you
will naturally choose to have a picnic at the
foothills.
Once it happened. At a family dinner,
Shankaran Pillai announced that he is going
to get married. It was a large family dinner
and all of them asked, “Who? Who are you
going to marry?” Shankaran Pillai said, “Our
neighbor, Lucy. I’m going to marry her.” The
father said, “What? You’ll marry Lucy? She
has no inheritance. We don’t know who her
father is.” The mother said, “What? You’ll
marry Lucy? She doesn’t even have her own
house.” The aunt said, “What? You’re going
to marry Lucy? Her hair is terrible!” The
uncle said, “What? You’re going to marry
Lucy? Look at her make-up; she looks like
a street woman.” The little nephew is not
to be left out; he said, “What? You’re going
to marry Lucy? She knows nothing about
football.” Shankaran Pillai said, “Yes, but
I’m going to marry Lucy because there’s one
big advantage.” All of them asked, “What?”
Shankaran Pillai replied, “Well, she has no
family.”
There are three ways to approach the
spiritual process. One way is, slowly, by
doing the right things through a few lifetimes,
you will get there. Another way is, you

remain in your present circumstances, do the
best you can do, keep yourself open, keep
yourself focused and make yourself available
to the process. In the last moment of your life,
we will see that it happens. Another way is,
you want to know something now. You want
to break your limitations now and go beyond;
you want to know life beyond its limitations
now. Then you should not be concerned about
what is happening around you. You should
not be concerned about it because many
things will happen that nobody will approve.
Society will not approve, people will not
approve, your family will not approve since
they related to you because you were one
kind of person. If you become another kind,
they will not be able to relate to you anymore.
Let us say you got married to somebody.
They married you because you were a certain
kind of person. If you become another kind,
maybe it is a beautiful kind but a different
kind, you are suddenly an alien. They cannot
live with you unless they have the wisdom
and the sense to see you as a great possibility,
that “My partner has gone ahead. It is
wonderful to have somebody who is ahead of
me.” If that much sense is there, ¿ne, but if
that much sense comes, then the relationship
has to transform itself. It can no more be what
it was; it has to become something else. Once
you recognize that somebody is way ahead
of you, that relationship cannot be husband
and wife, mother and son, this and that, it
will become something else. So in some way,
whatever you used to value will be broken,
either physically broken and gone away, or
you will be living in the same space, but still
it will change. How many people in the world
are ready for that?
So, the other two options are better for a
lot of people, that you do the right things,
be available to your Guru, and when the
last moment comes, he will take care of it.
Or, you are not even willing to be available
but you are willing to do a few little things;
practice some kind of nourishment for
yourself so that somewhere in the future,
something will happen. I do not wish that for
you. Either you must break your limitations
now or at least in the moment of death it must
happen. I am not a patient person. I am not
somebody who practices patience. I practiced
impatience for lifetimes. Patience and I just
won’t go together. People generally see me
as an extremely patient person – but I am not.
My acceptance is seen as patience, but I am
not patient. I am a terribly impatient person.
I want everything on fast-forward. I don’t
like anything moving slowly. I would like the
earth to spin a little faster so that your growth
is hastened. Why should it take 24 hours?
So, if you want to break your limitations
and you have your wife’s permission, there

Caution and cowardice
are not two different
things. When
someone else does it,
it is cowardice. When
you do it, it is caution.
So, you will become
cautious and do a
more practical thing.
are ways to do it. You just come. Most people
do not break without activity. Very few can
just sit here and simply dissolve themselves.
The rest have to be broken. It takes physical,
mental activity for them to break themselves.
Or you leave yourself in my hands; I will
break you very easily. Do you know what it
means to leave yourself totally in my hands?
If I say “sit,” you sit. If I say “stand,” you
stand. Now, if I say “close your eyes,” you
want to check if everybody is closing them
¿rst and then you close your eyes – that
won’t work. You will follow instructions
right now only if you feel the instructions are
reasonable. When I give you an unreasonable
instruction, only then you will know who you
are. Till now, I have been very reasonable.
Sometimes, I get very unreasonable. When I
get unreasonable, I see most people fail. There
is only a handful of people who are willing
to take unreasonable instructions and simply
go on without a single thought in their mind
as to why it is so. This is not just for some
sadistic pleasure to make you do something;
it is because essentially, your limitations are
created by your mind; nothing else.
Between you and the ultimate, there is
nothing else but yourself. You think some
other mountain is standing between you and
ultimate? – Just your own mental structure.
If you have to break that, we have to do
something in reverse. This is a simple thing
you can do: team up with somebody that you
don’t like. Spend time with that person; very
lovingly, joyfully. A lot of things will break.
But you always team up with somebody
that you like – that is not good for you. Get
married to somebody that you hate – a lot of
limitations will break.
If you choose something that you like, it
strengthens your personality. Learn to do
things that you don’t like, be with people that
you don’t like, and still live your life sensibly,
lovingly, joyfully. Everything will break.
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FINANCIAL INCENTIVE FOR AMATEURS
HOW MUCH IS TOO MUCH??

F

or too long, I have played and for
13 years, I have administered
this sport, keeping one tenet
in mind, stay far away from
¿nancial incentive!

Effective 1 Jan, 2021, the Rules of Amateur
Status will go through a dramatic change
and this column is my own, personal
opinion of what this means for us.

WHATS NOT KOSHER?
In the current set of Rules, Rule 1-3 states
”The purpose of the Rules is to maintain
the distinction between amateur and
professional golf and to ensure that amateur
golf, which is largely self-regulating
with regard to the Rules of Golf and
handicapping, is free from the pressures that
may follow from uncontrolled sponsorship
and ¿nancial incentive.”
Therefore, the Governing bodies in their
wisdom said a prize limit of GBP 500 (in
India we made it INR 50000) and this
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included value of trophy and all other prizes.
In the proposed new Rules, while this
amount has been kept at USD 750
(marginally increased in INR, to 56000),
the kicker is that, going forward, the player
may accept cash and this limitation would
no longer apply to competitions in which
returning a medal round score or similar
events (aka tee to hole events) is not the
primary goal, or for long driving or pitch &
putt or other skills challenge events.
The rationale is that such events do not
impact the self-regulating nature of Golf as
there is no requirements to apply the Rules
of Golf or the Rules of Handicapping.
So, now, the Àoodgates seem to have been
opened for sponsors to roll out expensive
trophies and what nots by having “mini
events” with grandiose prizes, perhaps
around a regular tournament, for legitimacy,
which will now pale into insigni¿cance.
I fear that healthy, competitive Club golf,
will get reduced to fancy pants, skills events

Ishwar Achanta
Hon.Treasurer, IGU , Chairman-International
Relations Committee,
Director, Asia Paci¿c Golf Confederation
(APGC) &
Member, Administrative Committee,
International Golf Federation (IGF)

where the emphasis will not be in delivering
4 solid rounds of golf but in your prowess in
hitting a ball, from 10 feet, through a parked
Beamer, which is yours, if you do not hit it
in 3 tries!

Another aspect that needs a relook is the
reinstatement process. The current Rule 9
is strong and does make the amateur pay a
hefty price for wilfully losing his status and
then wanting it back.
The new Rules have reduced the minimum,
recommend waiting period to six months
from one year, with the IGU (for India) to
decide if we need to top this up!
Unfortunately, I am unable to see the “logical
balance” in such a move as compared to the
current 2-year waiting period for a career
golf professional. Perhaps, time will tell,
and I will be enlightened.

WHATS GOOD?
The current Rule 2 prohibits an amateur
from conducting or identifying himself
as a professional golfer and goes on with
several dos and don’ts regarding contracts,
agreements, professional agents, and
sponsors.
The new Rules will no longer de¿ne a
“professional golfer”. While, currently
and going forward, there is a ban on an
amateur accepting employment as a golf
club or driving range pro and cannot have a
membership of a PGA, in the future, simply
stating that one is a professional or entering
or playing as a professional or getting into
and receiving the bene¿ts of a contract , will

With the advent of social
media, the pundits have
decreed that it would no
longer be a breach for an
amateur to benefit from
his or her name, image, or
likeness, currently prohibited
by Rule 6.

no longer be a breach of amateur status. Of
course, the prize limits will apply.
With the advent of social media, the pundits
have decreed that it would no longer be a
breach for an amateur to bene¿t from his
or her name, image, or likeness, currently
prohibited by Rule 6.
A key change is in allowing the amateur and
sponsor to publicly disclose the assistance
and is most welcome.

WHATS AWESOME
Going hand in hand with bene¿ting from
name and likeness and disclosing source of
funding, is the easing up of restrictions on
how the amateur covers his or her expenses.
This change is perhaps, the most welcome
and long overdue, as covering the
prohibitive costs of travel, accommodation,
coaching, equipment, and training for elite
amateurs, will now be within reach.
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THE THREE MAIN NO-NO’S

• Accepting prize money more than the $750 limit
• Accepting payment for giving instruction; and
• Accepting a job as a golf club professional or

membership of an association of professional golfers.

THE THREE MAIN OK’S

• No distinction between cash prizes and other prizes, such as
merchandise credit,
• No restrictions surrounding long-drive events, putting
tournaments and other skills-based competitions.
• Accepting expenses to compete including lending name &
likeness for promotion and advertising.

I can almost hear a very dear buddy, a
great patron of our game (he who shall not
be named), twitter into his molasses and
saying “What, they still have amateur status
rules?” Well dear friend, we still have a long
way to go before that happens!
The ¿ne words of Mac O’Grady, a man after
my own heart in many ways, who loved his
persimmon woods and blade irons, former
American tour player and now coach, sums
up what amateur golf must mean, to the 60
million of us” the amateur has an infectious,
contagious enthusiasm for golf and life.”.

THANK YOU, INDIA
With a twinge of sadness but a whole
lot of quite pride & satisfaction, I have
handed over the Chairmanship of the
IGU’s Technical, Rules & Amateur Status
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Committee (TRASC).
This 13-year journey began with being
assigned this task by then President, TT
Jagannathan. Asith Luthra, was my mentor
and gave me a free hand, as did Gen. Bikram
Singh, Raian Irani, Rohit Amin and Jaydeep
Chitlangia and I do hope to have lived up
to that faith.
During this tenure, as we set about
establishing India, as a Technical
Powerhouse for Golf, I also had the
privilege to do so many things that I will
sit back, reÀect, and enjoy those myriad
moments and be happy as we have placed
India, ¿rmly in the world map of Golf
Administration.
I am also incredibly pleased that the
Technical administration of our game,
going forward, is in very capable hands.

I have met and interacted with so many
¿ne folks and while, I am unable to thank
each of you individually, I am, through this
column, expressing my deepest gratitude
for your cooperation and guidance.
Lastly, my thanks to the Almighty, who took
His chances with me, to execute such a job,
in a country, which at a time, that was still
“coming out” and to my late father, A Rama
Rao, who told me, in 2005, as I called him
from the Old Course , for his blessings,
minutes before I set out to Referee my
debut Open Championship, that he never
imagined that his simple act of cutting down
a 2 iron in 1974, would have these results.
Jai Hind.
(The opinions expressed in this column are that
of the writers’ and do not, in any way, reflect the
official position of the Indian Golf Union.)
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On the PGA Tour

ASIA PIN HOPES ON IM AND PAN
TO SEE GREEN IN SPRING

by Chuah Choo Chiang

C.T. Pan.

ith spring in the air and
the azaleas primed for a
glorious bloom at Augusta
National, the Masters
Tournament returns to
its familiar April slot and
Asia dreaming this could
¿nally be the year to truly see ‘green’.
The Masters, which was co-founded by golf
legend Bobby Jones and Clifford Roberts in
1934, annually awards the champion with
a Green Jacket, a prize coveted by every
professional golfer along with the other three
majors, THE PLAYERS Championship and
FedExCup season-long crown on the PGA
TOUR.
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Last year’s 84th playing of the Masters was
held for the ¿rst time in November due to the
global impact of the coronavirus pandemic
but the historic switch proved especially
rewarding for Asia’s band of glory-hunters.
It was indeed a magical week where Korea’s
Sungjae Im, already established as one of the
game’s young and rising stars, cemented his
major credentials by ¿nishing joint runner-up
in his debut at Augusta National.
As he ¿nished behind only to reigning
FedExCup champion and World No. 1
Dustin Johnson, who won by ¿ve strokes for
his ¿rst Green Jacket and 24th PGA TOUR
career victory, the 23-year-old Im showed

Sungjae Im.

the world once of his prodigious talents with
four sublime rounds of 66, 70, 68 and 69 for
a 15-under total. On a different occasion, it
could have earned him victory and a chance
to slip on the Green Jacket instead rewriting
the history books as Asia’s best performer at
the Masters where he eclipsed countryman
K.J. Choi’s third place performance in 2004.
Asia’s longing for a second major champion
after Y.E. Yang’s historic triumph at the 2009
PGA Championship will also rest squarely on
the slender shoulders of Chinese Taipei’s C.T.
Pan, who like Im, enjoyed a standout Masters
debut ¿ve months ago.
The 29-year-old Pan, who watched the

Asia’s other
representatives at the
Masters include Korea’s
Si Woo Kim, who has
ﬁnished top-35 at
Augusta National over
the past three years,
and Japan’s Hideki
Matsuyama, who owns
two top-10s and three
top-20s at the Masters.
Masters in the wee hours of the mornings as
a kid with his late father and older brother,
produced some of his best golf with his
controlled iron display and even-keeled
temperament to ¿nish an impressive tied
seventh, which guaranteed his quick return to
the Masters.
Im, the 2019 PGA TOUR Rookie of the
Year and winner of The Honda Classic last
season, simply can’t wait to tee up again at
Augusta National. “Finishing tied for second
is unbelievable, and I’m proud. My initial
goal at the start of the week was just to make
the cut and get into the weekend,” said the
Korean star.
As a young boy, Im also grew up watching
the Masters in the early hours in Korea, and
having a front-row seat watching the longhitting Johnson dominate, showed what he
needs to improve on to get the deal done the
next time he is into contention.
“Dustin de¿nitely plays at another level. He
was long and accurate. Just watching him
play, he makes the game look so easy,” said
Im, who became the third-youngest player
after Jordan Spieth and Tiger Woods to ¿nish

Hideki Matsuyama

in the top ¿ve at the Masters.
Pan’s return to his second Masters will very
much produce the same feelings as the ¿rst
time. His game wasn’t sharp heading into
his debut last November and despite the
impressive ¿nish, it failed to ignite his 2021
campaign where he is still without a top-10 to
date this year.
Happy thoughts will certainly ¿ll his mind
in his return. “It was an amazing week. As a
kid, the ¿rst major I watched on TV was the
Masters, which always meant more than the
other majors because I grew up watching it,”
said Pan.
“I remember all the holes, especially on the
back nine. It’s nice I’ve been there for the ¿rst
time and had such a great performance which
means a lot. Personally, I’ve been struggling
in the majors which is weird as I’ve always
thought I’d be a good player for the majors
and I’ve not performed my best. Finishing
top-10 is a good con¿dence boost,” added
Pan, who has two other made cuts from 10
career major appearances.
Soaking in the Masters experience including
sampling the famous pimento cheese
sandwiches played a role in Pan’s success.
With his wife Michelle, Pan had a gala time,
which he attributed to his good form. “Can’t

wait to go back there for the food. We had
some wonderful ¿llet mignon steak and I
loved the pimento cheese sandwich and egg
sandwich. I think I tried all the sandwiches
they had,” recalled Pan.
“Being a ¿rst timer, I did not have much
expectation and that mindset helped me a
lot as I was able to enjoy myself being out
there. Everything clicked. I was sightseeing
quite a bit, enjoying the memories of being at
the Masters which I grew up watching with
my father and brother. It was an unbelievable
experience and it was really cool.”
“Getting back to the Masters is the best
reward for four hard days of playing. Back
home, people watch the Masters more than
any other event. I obviously wished my dad
was still in this world to watch me. After I
¿nished four rounds, my brother texted me as
it was an emotional week for him too.”
Asia’s other representatives at the Masters
include Korea’s Si Woo Kim, who has
¿nished top-35 at Augusta National over
the past three years, and Japan’s Hideki
Matsuyama, who owns two top-10s and three
top-20s at the Masters.
Chuah Choo Chiang is senior director,
international marketing and communications,
APAC for the PGA TOUR and is based in Kuala
Lumpur.
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WITH CLEAR FRAME OF MIND,

THOMAS TRIUMPHS
IN PLAYERS VICTORY
by Chris Cox/PGA TOUR

T

he Titleist ball launched off the
club face of Justin Thomas’
5-wood and soared toward the
right-hand side of 18th fairway
at The Stadium Course at TPC
Sawgrass. As it began to take
its hard loop back toward the
water down the left, Thomas
watched on as his tournament
life hung precariously in the
balance.

“Oh, for sure,” he said afterward. “I can’t lie, I thought it was
very 50/50 on if it was going to be dry or in the water.”
All Thomas knew was that his headspace was clear.
The 27-year-old hadn’t come this far just to play it safe now.
This was THE PLAYERS Championship, after all—the
marquee event on the PGA TOUR schedule. And here was
Thomas, coming off two of the most trying months of his
professional career, just a few simple shots away from ¿nally
adding its famed gold trophy to his ever-growing collection.
“The only thing I knew is that I just absolutely smoked it,”
Thomas said. “Obviously the farther up you get, the better
chance you have, and I knew that if you’re able to get that little
downslope that I hit on, it can get rolling.”
Indeed, it did. As the ball descended onto the Stadium Course
fairway, it connected right on the downslope just as Thomas
had intended, and promptly rolled more than 60 perilous yards
down the edge of the fairway. The 312-yard tee shot helped set
up a tap-in par and seal one of biggest wins of Thomas’ career
to date, as a ferocious weekend comeback ended in a one-shot
victory over 54-hole leader Lee Westwood.
“I mean, that’s the kind of stuff that happens when you win
tournaments,” Thomas said. “You get lucky breaks like that.
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Ferocious comeback
delivers Thomas
moment of joy in
difficult season.

On the PGA Tour

But yeah, it was too close for comfort, to say the least.”
Thomas knows all about comfort these days. He has needed
virtually every ounce out of it so far early in 2021, as he
continues to grieve from the death of his grandfather, Paul
Thomas, who died in the early morning hours before the ¿nal
round of the Waste Management Phoenix Open in February.
Thomas’ emotions were on full display over those grueling ¿nal
18 holes, which Thomas managed to ¿ght through despite the
circumstances.
“I never was thinking about not playing,” he said. “I just know
him, and my grandma (said) he’s going to want you to play, and
I knew he would want me to play. He’d be very mad at me if he
would have found out that I didn’t play. But that was the hardest
round of golf I’ve ever played. I wasn’t in a head space to be
trying to win a golf tournament, but I was trying for him. That
was the main thing.”
Two weeks later, he opened with a 77 at The Genesis Invitational
and eventually boarded a plane home early from Los Angeles
after his ¿rst cut of the season.
It was evident that Thomas was ¿ghting something bigger than
golf.
“I’ve had stuff happen in my life I never thought I’d have
happen,” Thomas said. “Losing grandpa was terrible, and
having to play a round of golf dealing with that, and then on

“I’ve had stuff happen in my
life I never thought I’d have
happen. Losing grandpa was
terrible, and having to play a
round of golf dealing with
that, and then on top of that
not playing well, it just was a
lot, and it took a lot on me
mentally”.
top of that not playing well, it just was a lot, and it took a lot
on me mentally.
“At the same time, that’s just the way that it was. I had to ¿gure
it out and had to get over it, and if I wanted to come to these
tournaments and have a chance to win, then I needed to suck it
up and get over it. If I wanted to throw a pity party for myself
or feel sorry for myself, there’s no reason to show up, and I can
stay home until I feel like I’m ready.”
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With the victory,
Thomas becomes
only the fourth
player since 1960
to win 14 times on
the PGA TOUR
before turning 28.
Thomas thinks about his grandfather all of the
time. Sunday morning in Ponte Vedra Beach
was not unusual in that regard. But this one
felt different in one critical way—Thomas
could feel that his mind was clear.
“I was in such a great frame of mind and
focused all day,” he said. “I really felt like
as soon as I started on 1 tee, I just was in a
zone and in a focus that I felt like I could
make the ball do what I wanted with it, and
it felt like I could hit the putts exactly how I
wanted. Yeah, it was nice to get in that little
head space.”
So as the ¿eld began to wilt around him,
Thomas got to work.

At the par-5 second, the 47-year-old
Westwood—who slept on a two-shot lead
overnight—quickly found the water after his
ball clipped a tree, leading to his ¿rst bogey
since the 10th hole on Thursday. Things
continued to unravel at the fourth, where he
dropped another shot after hitting a slice off
the tee.

lead, which would soon grow to two shots
after Thomas chipped up close on No. 12 for
another birdie.

After failing to get up-and-down for par at
the eighth, Westwood found himself in a
dead heat with Thomas, who had surged up
the leaderboard with back-to-back birdies at
the 10th and 11th. But that tie would soon
become a de¿cit, as Thomas rolled in a 19foot eagle putt at the par-5 11th to take the

Though the European star eventually pulled
even at 13-under after Thomas bogeyed the
14th-his ¿rst missed putt inside 3 feet all
season-things still felt almost inevitable. The
Alabama product was outside the cut line after
the ¿rst 27 holes and teetered on the brink
of missing the weekend until a couple late
birdies on Friday.

“I heard the roar on 11,” Westwood
acknowledged. “I didn’t know what he’d
made, but then I saw the ball and he’d gone
from one behind to one in front, I think. I’m a
bit of a scoreboard watcher.”

He entered the weekend seven shots back of
the leading Westwood, only to play the ¿nal
45 holes in 15-under, which helped him match
the lowest ¿nal 36-hole score in PLAYERS
Championship history and the largest 36-hole
comeback of his own PGA TOUR career.
“The head space that I was in this week I think
was a huge step for me,” he said. “I was in just
a great head space. I was in a lot better place
than I have been the last couple months, so I
think that was huge, and I don’t think it’s any
coincidence that my golf was better.”
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With the victory, Thomas becomes only the
fourth player since 1960 to win 14 times on
the PGA TOUR before turning 28, joining
Jack Nicklaus, Johnny Miller and his good
friend, Tiger Woods.
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Paul would have been proud.
“I wish I could talk to him,” Thomas said,
tears welling in his eyes. “I don’t know. It’s a
sign that he was watching.”
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Joy for Jones
s expected, there were more tumbles,
stumbles and complete somersaults
on the Sunday leaderboard at The
Honda Classic than there were ripples
along the waters that guard so many of the holes
at PGA National’s often ferocious Champion
layout.
Of course, there seemingly is always an outlier
in the crowd. For the one week at Honda, that
was Matt Jones. The well-tested veteran from
Australia started Sunday on top by three shots
and despite all the tumult around him, he never
did budge, never did give in. It was as if he took
the strongest rope he could ¿nd and tethered
himself to the largest rock he could ¿nd in the
nearby Atlantic Ocean.
With the exception of a brief spell during the
second round, the 40-year-old Jones held some
sort of ownership of the lead most of the week
at Honda. He pretty much just shrugged his
shoulders after shooting a record-tying 61 to
open, trailed by three on Friday night after his
70, and had the lead again when he went to bed
Saturday. By Sunday night, having closed with
a technically-sound round of 2-under 68 to push
his way to 12-under 268, ¿ve shots clear of his
nearest pursuer, he’d earned the beautiful crystal
trophy he would hold. It had been a while since
tasting victory on this side of the pond. Honda
was Jones’ second PGA TOUR title, adding to
the 2014 Vivint Houston Open, and moves him
up to 11th in the FedExCup standings.
Jones’ experience in the wind – he owns two
Australian Open titles – showed up on the
weekend in the way he Àighted his golf ball. It
also showed in the way he carried himself. It
was well, different. In his 330th career TOUR
start, he said he felt the calmest he ever has felt.
And after one last par putt fell at 18, Jones got
emotional.
“I mean, golf ... it’s a very tough sport we play
out here,” Jones said. “It’s very cutthroat. We’re
working to keep our jobs every year. And you
have to perform well to be able to do that. It’s
been seven years since I won, and there have
been some lean years in there.”
When Jones won his ¿rst title in Houston seven
years ago, he holed a long pitch to prevail in a
playoff over Matt Kuchar. He had holed a 45foot putt at the 72nd hole just to earn his spot.
He was catching lightning. This time around,
even on one of the TOUR’s most demanding
tests, things were much easier. His hair is
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Matt Jones celebrates his win at The Honda Classic

sprinkled with gray for a reason;
know the “why” of it.
JONES SAID...
his seasoning showed in how he
“I couldn’t put anything on it. I
managed a golf course that has
probably had a goal this week
Golf is a very
potential disaster awaiting at every
to walk a little slower, and just
tough sport we
corner. A day after scrambling to a
relax,” Jones said. “I’m normally
play out here. It’s
1-under 69 in the wind, Jones hit
an up-pace, up-tempo person. I
very cutthroat.
17 of 18 greens and kept giving
play golf quickly. So I tried to
We’re working
himself quality birdie looks. He
stay calm and stay relaxed out
to keep our jobs
made easy pars, and ¿ve birdies.
there. You have to be when you
every year. And
Nobody matched his total of 20
play this golf course. I set that as
you have to
birdies for the week.
a goal this week, and it worked
perform well to be
“I’m wondering why this guy
out.”
able to do that.
isn’t a household name,” said
It did. Jones was going to take
NBC’s Paul Azinger, admiring
three weeks off after Honda, but
the ballstriking display he was
now he will be getting ready for
witnessing. Jones, now an Arizona resident who
his second Masters in Augusta, Ga. The only
works via Facetime with coach Gary Barter
other one he played was a whirlwind, as he’d
back in Australia, said he had felt something
won in Houston on the Sunday leading into the
coming with his ballstriking. It wasn’t too off at
tournament to become the last man in. The week
Bay Hill, where he missed the cut at the Arnold
remains a blur. He’ll take his time and enjoy
Palmer Invitational presented by Mastercard two
this visit. There’s also the two-year PGA TOUR
weeks ago. At THE PLAYERS, as he worked on
exemption, and starts in other big tournaments
his craft on the practice tee, it clicked.
that he wasn’t able to play as a golfer ranked
The man with one victory in 329 career TOUR
83rd in the world. Jones even mentioned the
starts con¿ded to a friend that something very
Olympics as a possibility, and maybe even
good was about to happen at PGA National. As
making his ¿rst Presidents Cup team.
others around him staggered into doubles and
So many possibilities. Amazing how one week
triples and penalty areas on the weekend, how
can change a golfer’s life. Over four days at
was it that Jones remained so calm? He smiled
Honda, and after seven lean years, Matt Jones
when asked the question. He really doesn’t
had earned every inch of it.
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KIM FINISHES TOP-10 AT THE PLAYERS CHAMPIONSHIP
Korea’s Si Woo Kim enjoyed a tied ninth ¿nish at THE
PLAYERS Championship following a roller-coaster ¿nal round
1-under 71 on Sunday while countryman Sungjae Im settled for
a share of 17th place after a closing 66 which put him in a good mood
ahead of his defence at The Honda Classic later this week.
American star Justin Thomas clinched a thrilling one-shot victory for
his ¿rst PLAYERS title and 14th PGA TOUR win at The Stadium
Course at TPC Sawgrass after he held off
veteran Englishman Lee Westwood, who
I was quite solid
¿nished solo second, and Bryson DeChambeau
until the third
in tied third place with Brian Harman. Thomas
round. But I think I
¿red a 68 for a winning score of 14-under 274,
with overnight leader Westwood returning a 72. was little greedy (on
Kim, the 2017 PLAYERS Champion, made ¿ve
birdies against four bogeys to ¿nish six shots
back of Thomas, and enjoyed his ¿rst top-10
since winning a third PGA TOUR title at The
American Express in January.

Saturday), and I lost
my control mentally
and did not play my
own game.

“I was quite solid until the third round. But I think I was little greedy
(on Saturday), and I lost my control mentally and did not play my own

TIGER WOODS INKS
LONG-TERM EXCLUSIVE
DEAL WITH 2K
Tiger Woods Inks Long-Term Exclusive Deal
with 2K Publisher also reaches agreement
to acquire PGA TOUR® 2K21 developer
HB Studios as part of its continued commitment to
producing massively successful golf simulation games
New York, NY – March 16, 2021 – 2K made a hole in
one today by announcing the Company has agreed to
an exclusive, long-term partnership with Tiger Woods,
one of the most iconic and celebrated ¿gures in golf
history. In addition, 2K announced it has entered
into a de¿nitive agreement to acquire privately-held
HB Studios Multimedia Ltd., developers of the
critically acclaimed and commercially successful PGA
TOUR® 2K21, as well as The Golf Club franchise.
The acquisition is expected to close in the ¿rst
calendar quarter of 2021, subject to customary closing
conditions. Financial terms of both deals were not
disclosed.
Tiger Woods is recognized as one of the greatest
golfers of all time and is heralded among the most
proli¿c athletes in the sporting world. “I am looking
forward to making my return to the video game
landscape, and with 2K and HB Studios, I’ve found the
right partners to make it happen,” said Tiger Woods.
“I’m honored to take part in this opportunity and look
forward to sharing my expertise and insights as we
build the future of golf video games together.” Woods’
partnership with 2K includes rights for his name and
likeness to appear exclusively in the PGA TOUR 2K
franchise, as well as any other golf games published by
2K during the partnership term.
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game. Thankfully I recovered and had good round and that makes me
feel good.”

MATT JONES FINISHES 12-UNDER TO WIN
AT HONDA
Matt Jones starts the week
with a record-tying 61,
hovers around par for two
days, then holds steady at watery,
windy PGA National (Champions
Course) for a closing 68 and a ¿veshot win over Brandon Hagy (66)
at The Honda Classic.
It was the second PGA TOUR
victory for Jones, 40, sending him
to the Masters Tournament next
month for just the second time. But
it was also a win for Hagy, who
began the week as an alternate and
enjoyed his best-ever result on his
30th birthday.
“I mean, golf … it’s a very tough
sport we play out here,” Jones
“It’s very cutthroat. We’re
said. “It’s very cutthroat. We’re
working to keep our jobs every year. working to keep our jobs
And you have to perform well to be every year. And you have to
able to do that. It’s been seven years
perform well to be able to do
since I won, and there have been
that.”
some lean years in there.”
When Jones won his ¿rst title in
Houston seven years ago, he holed a long pitch to prevail in a playoff over Matt
Kuchar. He had holed a 45-foot putt at the 72nd hole just to earn his spot. He was
catching lightning. This time around, even on one of the TOUR’s most demanding
tests, things were much easier. His hair is sprinkled with gray for a reason; his
seasoning showed in how he managed a golf course that has potential disaster
awaiting at every corner. A day after scrambling to a 1-under 69 in the wind, Jones hit
17 of 18 greens and kept giving himself quality birdie looks. He made easy pars, and
¿ve birdies. Nobody matched his total of 20 birdies for the week.

On the PGA Tour

BRYSON DECHAMBEAU WINS ARNOLD PALMER INVITATIONAL

with another monstrous drive over the water
and delivering one last par with a 5-foot putt on
the ¿nal hole for a one-shot victory over Lee
Westwood.
He looked dapper in his tam o’shanter cap and
red cardigan sweater that goes to the winner.
“I think this red cardigan is not only for Mr.
Palmer, but I would say it’s a little bit for Tiger,
as well, knowing what place he’s in right now,”
DeChambeau said.
DeChambeau closed with a 71, matching the
low score of the ¿nal round in which no one
broke 70 on Sunday at Bay Hill for the ¿rst
time since 1980.
Westwood, who turns 48 next month, was up
to the task.
Never mind that DeChambeau’s rocket over
the water on the 565-yard sixth hole was 168
yards beyond Westwood. Their second shots
were only 6 feet apart and both made birdie.

Bryson DeChambeau received a text
message Sunday morning from Tiger
Woods to keep ¿ghting, good advice
for a ¿nal round that turned out to be the
toughest at Bay Hill in 41 years.
Inspiration from Arnold Palmer is everywhere,

and DeChambeau was particularly drawn to
the King’s motto to play boldly.
DeChambeau needed every bit of that
Sunday to win the Arnold Palmer Invitational
presented by Mastercard, playing the ¿nal 17
holes without a bogey, entertaining thousands

Westwood fought to the end. He fell out of a
share of the lead with a three-putt bogey from
40 feet on the 14th. Just as critical was failing
to make birdie on the par-5 16th with a wedge
for his second shot from the fairway, and
DeChambeau having to scramble for par.

BILLY HORSCHEL OUTLASTS SCOTTIE COMCAST BUSINESS
SCHEFFLER TO WIN
SPONSORS TOUR TOP 10
Billy Horschel had just enough left
in the tank to win the World Golf
Championships- Dell Technologies
Match Play with help from Scottie SchefÀer
in a tough end to the longest week in golf.
Horschel made only one birdie in the
championship match, chipping in from 40
feet on the ¿fth hole, and left the mistakes
to the 24-year-old SchefÀer in winning 2
and 1.
Horschel, who had never reached the
weekend in four previous appearances at
this World Golf Championships event, won
six out of the seven matches over 122 holes
he played at Austin Country Club. He won
for the sixth time on the PGA TOUR, and
his ¿fth individual title.
“It was one of those days where I didn’t
play very good,” Horschel said, still able to smile because of the outcome. “I was just grinding
it out.”
It ended a great run for SchefÀer, a Texas graduate who had to beat three former Match Play
champions and two players from the top 10 in the world to reach the championship match.
He pulled a tee shot on the par-5 sixth that required him to take a penalty drop away from the
boundary fence. He pulled his approach on the par-5 12th into the water. He hooked another
drive off the two-story hospitality tent left of the 15th fairway. Through it all, he managed to
stay in the match.

“Comcast Business TOUR
TOP 10” highlights
FedExCup Regular Season
performance on the PGA
TOUR
The PGA TOUR announced
that Comcast Business signed
a multi-year deal to sponsor
the Comcast Business TOUR TOP 10
starting with the current 2020-21 PGA
TOUR Season.
The Comcast Business TOUR TOP
10 emphasizes player performance
by rewarding the top players in the
FedExCup standings at the end of the
FedExCup Regular Season. The current
‘super season’ schedule, which features
50 of¿cial FedExCup tournaments,
the most in a season since 1975 (51),
promises to deliver an incredibly
compelling ¿nish.
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HISTORIC MILESTONE UNFOLDS AS JAY MONAHAN
TAKES SEAT ON PGA EUROPEAN TOUR BOARD

> Event was scheduled for April
29 – May 2
> Tenerife Open will now move
into the week it vacates
> Alternative European event
planned for April 15-18

n historic milestone in the
evolution of the Strategic
Alliance between the
European Tour and the
PGA TOUR unfolded when PGA
TOUR Commissioner Jay Monahan
attended his ¿rst PGA European
Tour Board Meeting.
Commissioner Monahan’s position
on the Board came as part of
the partnership – announced last
November – which saw the PGA
TOUR acquire a minority investment
stake in European Tour Productions (ETP), the
European Tour’s Media Production company,
which produces and distributes content
internationally.
David Williams, Chair of the European Tour,
welcomed Commissioner Monahan to the
virtual meeting from the PGA TOUR’s Florida
base, where he is currently involved in a series
of meetings with European Tour CEO Keith
Pelley.
“I am delighted to welcome Jay Monahan,
representing the PGA TOUR, to the Board
of the PGA European Tour at this important
and historic time for the Tour and for golf
development worldwide,” he said. “This
illustrates how closely we are aligned now

and how closely we will be aligned moving
forwards.”
Jay Monahan said: “When we announced
the Strategic Alliance last year, I said I was
looking forward to working even more closely
with the European Tour for the bene¿t of the
men’s professional game and for golf fans
around the world. Today was an important step
in that journey.”
The Strategic Alliance will see golf’s two
major Tours explore all facets of collaboration,
working together on strategic commercial
opportunities including collaborating on global
media rights, as well as in areas such as global
scheduling, content, prize funds and playing
opportunities for the respective memberships.

MAGICAL HARDING CLAIMS KENYA OPEN TITLE

ustin Harding claimed his second
European Tour title at the Magical Kenya
Open presented by Johnnie Walker after
an assured ¿nal-round performance
helped him convert his 54-hole lead and claim a
two-stroke victory at Karen Country Club.
The South African entered the ¿nal day with
a two-shot advantage over the ¿eld and was
composure personi¿ed throughout as he opened
with ¿ve straight pars before his round caught
¿re with a pair of back-to-back birdies at the
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sixth and seventh.
He drove the green at the par four ninth and
holed from 15 feet in front of the clubhouse to
soar into a four-shot lead at the turn. He steadily
maintained his lead all the way home and picked
up one ¿nal birdie on the par four 17th to secure
his second European Tour title, courtesy of a
¿ve under 66 and a 21 under total - the lowest
winning total in the history of Kenya’s national
open.
America’s Kurt Kitayama ¿nished second at
Karen Country Club, two shots behind Harding,
while Scotland’s Connor Syme ¿nished third
on 17 under par. Spaniard Sebastian Garcia
Rodriguez posted a closing eight under par round

he European Tour announced the
postponement of the Portugal
Masters due to ongoing travel
dif¿culties caused by the COVID-19
pandemic.
The tournament was scheduled to take
place from April 29 – May 2 at Dom Pedro
Victoria Golf Course, in Vilamoura.
It will be replaced by the Tenerife Open at
Golf Costa Adeje, which moves from its
original date of April 15-18. The European
Tour now intends to ¿ll that week with an
alternate event in Europe, details of which
will be announced in due course.
Keith Pelley, Chief Executive of the
European Tour, said: “We are obviously
disappointed the ongoing challenges
with international travel have led to the
postponement of the Portugal Masters.
“Everyone associated with the tournament,
both in Portugal and in the European Tour,
worked very hard to deliver the event which
has been an important part of our schedule
since 2007. Unfortunately, it simply was not
possible to stage the event next month, so
we are now looking into the possibility of
rescheduling it at some point later this year.
“The change of date for the Tenerife Open,
which will now take place the week after the
Gran Canaria Lopesan Open, helps with ease
of travel across continental Europe prior to
the Open de France. We are also ¿nalising a
replacement event elsewhere in Europe from
April 15-18 to continue to provide a full
schedule and playing opportunities for our
members”.
of 63 to secure solo fourth place on 16 under
par, while French duo Romain Langasque and
Jean-Baptiste Gonnet and South Africa’s Jacques
Kruyswijk ¿nished a shot further back in a share
of ¿fth place.

“I’m very emotional now. It was hard work, I’m happy with the way I played.
Kurt’s a hell of a competitor – I got him back for Mauritius – but I’m glad I went
one shot better than a couple of years ago, I was bummed about that, but I was
just happy with the way I managed my game.
“I wouldn’t say I was in a slump but I was in a dip in form in terms of mixed
results and it was nice to get over the line this time around. Winning isn’t
everything but I think being in the winner’s circle again means a little more to me
than I thought it did.

ON THE EUROPEAN TOUR

ROZNER PRODUCES BIG FINISH TO TAKE TROPHY IN QATAR
ntoine Rozner holed an incredible
60 foot putt on the last to claim his
second European Tour title at the 2021
Commercial Bank Qatar Masters.
The Frenchman, who moves to ninth place in
the Race to Dubai Rankings presented by Rolex,
carded a stunning 68 in high winds on day three
and entered the ¿nal 18 holes at Education City
Golf Club three shots off the lead.
In calmer conditions in round four, he hit the top
of the leaderboard as he turned in 33, but Italian
Guido Migliozzi joined him at the summit as he
signed for an impressive bogey free 65.
The 28-year-old left himself a long way from
the pin on the last, it looked like Rozner needed
two putts for a play-off but he drained an
incredible double breaker over the ridge to sign
for a 67 and ¿nish at eight under.
India’s Gaganjeet Bhullar and South African
Darren Fichardt ¿nished alongside Migliozzi a
shot off the lead, two clear of Welshman Jamie
Donaldson and England’s Richard McEvoy.
Rozner’s victory is his second in his last six
events and comes just three months after his
maiden win at the Golf in Dubai Championship
presented by DP World. It means he has two
wins in 29 events - making him the fastest
French player ever to two victories - with just
four missed cuts in an incredible start to his
European Tour career since graduating from the
Challenge Tour in 2019.
That 2019 campaign brought him back-to-back
wins on the Challenge Tour, and he will now
move into the top 70 in the Of¿cial World Golf
Ranking - a career high.
“It’s unreal, even in my biggest dreams, I
couldn’t imagine anything like this happening

to be honest. I didn’t hole anything really today,
and it’s just unreal. I don’t really know what
to say, it’s probably the biggest moment of my
career.

“Amazing feeling. Winning a golf
tournament is the best feeling in the
world so getting it done this way,
with such a big putt on the last, I
don’t know what to say but in my
biggest dreams I wouldn’t have
thought of anything like this. Crazy
run today.
“I think my caddie Darren knew what
was going on and he was just telling
me to keep doing what I was doing,
because I was asking for scores, and
he wouldn’t tell me. He said stay

patient, it was a bit frustrating not
to hole many putts on the back nine
and I guess it was a good way to
wait (for 18).
“For sure the first win helped a lot.
I wasn’t really feeling any stress
down the straight, so that is a good
thing. I think two-time winner on the
European Tour is a hug deal, so I am
just going to enjoy the next few days
as much as I can.
“I think the road is still long. I am
hanging around there, but the Ryder
Cup is in a long time. It is definitely
a goal and a dream to play in the
Ryder Cup, but still a long way to
go.”

PLAY-OFF SUCCESS EARNS VAN TONDER MAIDEN WIN IN KENYA
aniel van Tonder secured his ¿rst European Tour title at the
Kenya Savannah Classic supported by Absa after defeating
Jazz Janewattananond with a birdie on the third play-off hole
at Karen Country Club.

He was eight under par after 13 holes following ¿ve gains in a
row from the ninth hole, but back-to-back bogeys at the 14th and
15th handed the advantage to Janewattananond. He needed to ¿nd
something special and he holed a lengthy birdie putt on the 18th to
force extra holes.
The victory is van Tonder’s ¿fth in his last 13 worldwide starts, while
Janewattananond secured his best European Tour ¿nish since his tied
second place at the 2017 Fiji International. England’s Sam Hors¿eld
and Scotland’s Calum Hill both carded seven under par ¿nal rounds
of 64 to share third place on 20 under par, while David Drysdale, of

Scotland, and South Africa’s Jacques Kruyswijk ¿nished two shots
further back in a tie for ¿fth place on 18 under par.
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The 30-year-old South African posted a closing seven under par
round of 64 to join Thailand’s Janewattananond on 21 under par and
after both players parred the ¿rst two trips back down the 18th hole,
it was third time lucky for van Tonder as he converted his short birdie
putt following a sublime approach.

ON THE ASIAN TOUR

DAWN OF A NEW ERA FOR NEW ZEALAND OPEN

C

ommencing with the 102nd edition of the New Zealand
Open, New Zealand’s premier gol¿ng event will be played
over two courses at Millbrook Resort between February 24 –
27, 2022.
On the back of the development of another world-class nine holes at
Millbrook Resort, which is due to open for member play in late 2021,
these new holes, combined with the existing nine, will complete the
new championship “Coronet” course.
A ¿eld of around 152 professionals and 152 amateurs will tee it up
over the new championship “Coronet” course and the ‘Remarkables’
course (previously known as the Arrows 9 and the Remarkables 9) on
days one and two of the event, with the Coronet course being used for
the ¿nal two days. Tournament organisers will however incorporate
the Remarkables closing par-3 hole into the ¿nal day, to ensure that
this exciting hole continues to be the climatic ¿nal hole.
Millbrook Resort’s Owner and Managing Director Gota Ishii, is
delighted to have Millbrook host all four competitive rounds for the
¿rst time. “Since our investment in the new nine holes, it has been a
dream to host the entire New Zealand Open tournament at Millbrook.
This only enhances Millbrook as one of the premiere golf resorts

in the South Paci¿c, now delivering not one, but two championship
courses” said Ishii.
New Zealand Open Chairman, John Hart, expressed his pleasure
at having the ongoing support of all three of Queenstown’s major
courses, adding his excitement in seeing top professionals tackling the
new course at Millbrook, in particular.

THAWORN CONTINUES TO BUILD ON HIS LEGACY

W

ith an
unprecedented
18 Asian
Tour wins and over 30
professional titles in total
under his belt, Thai legend
Thaworn Wiratchant is
still continuously building
on his legacy.
Just last week, at age
of 54, he impressively
notched another
victory on the Thailand
Champions Tour after
winning by two shots over
fellow veteran Prayad Marksaeng, in Pattaya.
And, last July, the master of the unorthodox swing even held off the young guns on
home soil to win the event hosted by Thongchai Jaidee, for his eighth title on the All
Thailand Golf Tour.
Last week marked the 16th anniversary of arguably the biggest victory of his career
at the Indonesia Open – his only triumph in an event joint sanctioned by the Asia
and European Tours – Thaworn shares the secret to his long-term success and
how he feels about the mark he is leaving in Asian golf, following his 34 years in
professional golf.

Q: What do you consider your greatest win?
A: I won my ¿rst Asian Tour title at the 1996 Sabah Masters. I remember it was the
day Somdet Phra Srinagarindra Boromrajajonani (Thai Royal Grandmother) passed
away. I heard about her passing just before I teed off, so I prayed to her that I want
to win. I wanted to do something proud for my country. I wanted to bring the trophy
back to Thailand.
After I won my ¿rst title, I just felt like I could win more. But then I waited a long time
to win again, which was in 2001. At that time, I knew my skill was not good enough
and I did not practice enough. There were lots of great golfers out there but I knew my
time would come. So I just kept practicing to make myself a better player.
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PHACHARA BIDING HIS TIME

T

hailand’s brilliant young star Phachara
Khongwatmai has described his triumph
in the PGM CCM Rahman Putra
Championship – achieved on this very day in
2015 – as being “like the ¿rst step to improve my
game”.
He claimed the Asian Development Tour event
by the comfortable margin of four strokes at
the Rahman Putra Golf and Country Club in
Malaysia, to secure his ¿rst regional title as a
professional.
“It is a very good memory and it’s like the ¿rst
step for me to improve my game,” said the
21-year-old Phachara, speaking from his home in
Thailand last week.
“At that time I was young and didn’t think
too much while I was playing. My game was
aggressive. I enjoyed traveling on the Tour with
friends. I was an easy-going person like a normal
teenager. But now I am older and changed my
perspectives with more careful planning.”

ON THE ASIAN TOUR

MARDAN MAMAT’S MASTERS HEROICS

1

5 years ago, Singapore witnessed the
greatest achievement by one of its
golfers when Mardan Mamat claimed
the OSIM Singapore Masters at Laguna
National Golf and Country Club. We spoke
to Mardan this week about that memorable
victory.
Mardan Mamat is a man of many ¿rsts. He
was the ¿rst Singaporean to compete in The
Open championship, when he successfully
quali¿ed in 1997, and his success in the Indian
Open in 2004 meant he became the ¿rst player
from his country to win on the Asian Tour.
To date he has tasted victory on the Asian
Tour ¿ve times and has played in the World
Cup on ¿ve occasions, among countless other
achievements.
But it is his win in the OSIM Singapore
Masters in 2006 that he is best known for
as the event was jointly sanctioned by the
European Tour and Asian Tour.
He was thrust forward into the international
spotlight as he became the ¿rst player from
the Lion City to win on the elite European
Tour; and, he became a national hero.
“I can’t believe it’s been 15 years! Time Àies,”

said Mardan, having just played a practice
round at Changi Golf Club, ahead of a local
event there next week.
“It was an incredible victory and one I will
never forget.”
He created history when he held off the

THAI TALENT JAZZ SINKS ACE TO MOVE
INTO CONTENTION

T

he 25-year-old, who is
playing this week on a
tournament’s exemption,
sank his career ¿rst hole-in-one on
the PGA TOUR at the par-three
14th hole at Bay Hill Club and
Lodge en route to a three-under 69
which moved him into tied seventh
place, four shots behind leader Lee
Westwood who leads on 11-underpar 205.
A day after he carded a superb 65 to
improve from an opening 75, Jazz
made three other birdies against
two bogeys on a day he missed 50
percent of fairways and greens in
regulation. The one shot that counted
most was a beautifully Àighted six
iron which took four little bounces
on the green before rolling into the
hole, much to the delighted a small
crowd gathered around the green.

defending champion Nick Dougherty of
England for a one-stroke win.
A ¿nal round of 71, one under par, saw
Mardan ¿nish on 12-under-par 276 and
complete an astonishing and emotional wireto-wire victory.

THE KOREAN STAR TURNED
MASTER TEACHER

K

orea’s Wooksoon Kang is one of the
Asian Tour’s greatest players. A two-time
winner of the Order of Merit, he was
the dominant player in the late 90s. We caught up
with him last week, in Korea, and discovered that
he is on-passing his gift for the game to the next
generation of golfers in the Land of Morning Calm.
Food is perhaps an appropriate subject to discuss
¿rst with Korean golf legend Wooksoon Kang.
Not because some kind of secret diet was behind
a celebrated career that saw him win the Asian
Tour Order of Merit title in 1996 and 1998, claim
seven Asian Tour events, and 12 Korean Tour
tournaments.

“Good call, good club,” said a beaming Jazz, whose effort meant that Mastercard
would donate US$200,000 to the Arnold & Winnie Palmer Foundation.
“I was a member here for four months during COVID last year and I didn’t have
one hole-in-one. So it’s good to have in a tournament and it’s very special to have
Mastercard donating US$200,000 to Arnie’s Foundation.
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Cover Story VACHIRACHAI SIRISUMPAN

Q&A

Vachirachai

hailand will shorten its
mandatory quarantine
period for foreigners
arriving in the country, starting
in April. Thailand will be the ﬁrst
country in the region to shorten
the required isolation period
since the pandemic for which
the golﬁng community has been
readily waiting for such news from
Thai Government.
GolfPlus speaks with the Director,
Tourism Authority of India, New
Delhi office about the restrictions
and amenities available for the
travellers and prospects available
for the golfers to explore in
Thailand.

Sirisumpan
GP: What is the current situation
of Thailand to welcoming back
International Tourists?

Mission Hills Phuket Golf Club Resort
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VS: Thailand has set up the road map to open
up the country gradually by easing the entry
restriction in each quarter of this year.
Start from 1st April, 2021, there will be
reduction of quarantine period in Thailand.
Passengers, both Thai and international
travellers from India to Thailand must be
quarantined upon arrival for at least 10 days
instead of 14 days. And the 10-day quarantine
can be reduced to 7 days if the passenger has
had a complete dose of COVID-19 vaccination
no less than 14 days before entering Thailand.
For further details need to check with Royal
Thailand Embassy in Delhi or Royal Thai
Consulate in Kolkata, Chennai and Mumbai.
Then from 1 July, 2021, Phuket will be the
¿rst destination in Thailand to reopen to
vaccinated foreign visitors without quarantine
requirements. However, the plan to reopen
Phuket is pending the of¿cial announcement.
Other popular tourist destinations such as
Krabi, Phang Nga, Koh Samui, Pattaya and
Chiang Mai will follow “Phuket Model” to
welcome vaccinated foreign visitors by 1
October, 2021.
It is very important that we give priority
on safety and health to local Thais and
foreign tourists when coming to Thailand
to be con¿dent of the measures to prevent
COVID-19 so that they are able to enjoy and
experience the best of the country.

VACHIRACHAI SIRISUMPAN Cover Story

THEN KRABI, PHANG NGA, KOH SAMUI, PATTAYA AND CHIANG MAI HAVE NUMBER OF
GOLF COURSES FOR ALL INDIAN GOLFERS TO EXPERIENCE AND GIVE A FULL SWING.

Vachirachai Sirisumpan
Director, Tourism Authority of Thailand

Santiburi Samui Country Club, Koh Samui

GP: Tell us about Golf in Thailand
especially in those destinations
which the country plan to open
ﬁrst for the foreign tourists.
VS: For Phuket, there are more than 10 golf
courses on the island and many are courses
for international golf tournaments such as
Red Mountain Golf Club, Laguna Phuket
Golf Club, Blue Canyon Country Club and
Mission Hills Golf Club.
Then Krabi, Phang Nga, Koh Samui, Pattaya
and Chiang Mai have number of Golf
Courses for all Indian golfers to experience
and give a full swing.
Pattaya in itself is a golf destination with
variety of golf courses to enjoy such as Chee
Chan Golf Resort and those courses under
the Siam Country Club like Siam Country
Club Pattaya Old Course.
Chiang Mai is another popular destination in
the northern part of Thailand that provides
many golf courses to enjoy the challenge
such as Alpine Golf Resort Chiang Mai,
Chiang Mai Highlands Golf and Spa Resort,
The Royal Chiang Mai Golf Resort, Mae Jo

Chee Chan Golf Course, Pattaya

“From 1st April, 2021, there
will be reduction of quarantine
period in Thailand. Passengers,
both Thai and international
travellers from India to
Thailand must be quarantined
upon arrival for at least 10 days
instead of 14 days.”

Chiang Mai Highlands Golf & Resort Spa
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Cover Story VACHIRACHAI SIRISUMPAN

Koh Racha

SINCE PHUKET WILL BE
WELCOMING THOSE VACCINATED
FOREIGN VISITORS WITHOUT
QUARANTINE FROM 1ST JULY,
2021, WHAT WOULD BE YOUR
RECOMMENDATION FOR THE ‘TO
DO LIST’ IN PHUKET?
My “TO DO LIST” in Phuket to
recommend to Indian golfers
or tourists planning to go to
Phuket would be:

1 Enjoy a local Phuket cuisine which is the

combination of many cultural food habits of
Southern Thai, Malay and Chinese. “Tu Kab
Khao” Phuket Local Food Restaurant is one
recommended place.

2

Phuket old Town

Golf Resort & Spa and The Summit Green
Valley Chiang Mai.
More important, most golf courses in
Thailand have received and are certi¿ed
under “Amazing Thailand Safety and Health
Administration” certi¿cation so all golfers
can be con¿dent and feel safe when playing
golf in Thailand.

GP: What are the other
activities golfers can engage in?
VS: One reason that makes Thailand
stand out as all-time favoured destination
for tourists from around the world is its
varieties of services and products to meet
all tourists expectations with a good value
for money and most importantly is its warm
Thai hospitality.
For golfers apart from enjoying and
challenging oneself at the golf course in
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Phuket Old Town is a great place to stroll
along the charming and colourful old shop
houses with many local handicraft shops,
restaurants and cafés as well as small boutique
hotels. There is a street art to appreciate and
take some selﬁes as well. In addition, there is
walking street market every Sunday afternoon
where local products and food are on sale as
well as some performances.

3

Watching a sunset at Promthep Cape, I
found it is as one of the best places to watch
a beautiful sunset in Thailand. However, if you
want to feel chill-out and cosy “Baba Nest at
Sri Panwa Phuket” is a place to relax and enjoy
a twilight of Phuket Island.
Phuket- Laem Phrom Thep

Thailand, other activities which I am sure
the golfer cannot miss is the Thai massage to
help stretching and relieving the body pain,
experiencing Thailand as a food paradise,
from street food to Michelin stars restaurants.
Last but not the least, is of course, shopping.
Especially, for golfer I believe Thailand
offers a wide range of golf products that
matches every golfers’ shopping list.

4

Thai Massage is a best way to relax after a
round of golf after sightseeing trip. One or two
hours of foot massage could enhance your
sleep and feel refresh for the next morning.

5

Coming to Phuket, one could not miss the
3S of Sun, Sea and Sand. A day trip or overnight
stay at Racha Island is great a choice. It meets all
paradise check-list of white powder sandy beach
and blue sea and sky. In addition, the island is
excellent for snorkeling and diving as well as for
water sports.
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CADDIE ON YOUR SHOULDER

MAKE BETTER
1
PITCHING DECISIONS

Not so long ago, if we couldn’t
reach the green we were told to
lay up to a preferred pitching
distance. Statistics, however, have
proved that hitting the ball as close as
possible to the green results in a lower
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score. While the data is sound, this
can lead to some lddly half-shots,
especially true when the green is elevated
– a common architectural trait. Follow
these guidelines to ensure you tackle the
shot on its challenge, not its yardage.

Shot selection: Set
a realistic expectation

This shot is barely more than 50 yards.
That’s a distance many of us would
fancy to get the ball fairly close. But look
at the PGA Tour stats and you will discover the
average proximity from 50-75 yards is only
16ft 5in – and that’s from the fairway. From
the rough, that figure jumps to 25ft 7in – and
from the best players in the world. So do not
put pressure on yourself to get the ball close
enough for a one-putt. Always accept that
down in three from here is a more than
acceptable result.

YOUR COAC H

STEVE ASTLE
Advanced PGA Professional
at Morley Hayes, Derby and
Head of Coaching at East
Midlands Golf Academy

COMMIT

On shorter shots
like this, the
cardinal sin is to quit
on the shot. Make sure
that in all your practice
swings you keep your
backswing short enough
to accelerate through
to a positive finishing
position… and bring that
same, purposeful mindset
into the shot itself.

2

Targeting: Factor in
a margin for error

Take a look at the shot above; I’m on a
slight downslope, pitching up a steep
slope to a flattish green that is way above
my head, with not too much of it to work
with. The grass in front of the green is too
long to chase the ball up the slope and to get
the ball close from here I’d have to dice with
death, pitching it a yard or two on the front
of the green to allow it to run out to the hole.
That’s a degree of accuracy no golfer should
be meddling with. Give the shot due respect
and build in a margin for error.

3

Rehearsal: Make plenty
of practice swings

Watch the best in the world from this
range and you will often see them
making plenty of practice swings. On partswing shots it is not always straightforward
to find a swing length, pace and rhythm
that delivers the force and flight the shot
needs; elite players use practice swings to
marry up their action to the feel they have
for the shot… and this can take a few goes.
So without unduly slowing play, make a few
dummy runs until you feel the swing will
deliver the shot you have visualised.

4

Feel: Give yourself a
tension body check

A shot like this is usually the third one.
There’s no escaping the fact that how
well you execute will make or break the score
you post on this hole: your next shot could be a
par-saving putt, or pretty much the same shot
again. Because of this we can easily become
tense, and tight muscles are ruinous to rhythm
and feel. Remind yourself that this shot counts
one, the same as every other shot you play.
But also, constantly monitor your tension
levels as you prepare to strike; keep loose, keep
moving… and flow into the shot.
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CARD WRECKER

FAT-FREE

IRONS!

When you need to strike an
iron from a wet, winter
fairway, the danger is, of
course, heavy contact. Your feet will
tend to sink a little into soft ground,
which encourages the club to meet
turf before ball; but also, soft ground
offers far less forgiveness to any
pre-impact turf contact – it can even
deaden shots where you felt you got
the club on the ball. This means the
penalties are very similar to those of
fairway bunkers – but so, too, are the
solutions. For both shots you need to
create an action that mattens the
bottom of your swing, increasing your
chances of clean contact; any time
you’re swinging the club aggressively
down into the ground, you are
increasing your chances of a fat shot.
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CLUB UP

When the fairway
is wet and soft,
take one more club than
normal, and swing within
yourself. A more controlled,
less aggressive action
will boost your chances of
pure contact; the stronger
club also compensates for
gripping down the shaft,
which makes the club a
little less powerful.

HOW TO PLAY IT
1

IT WORKED FOR ME!

‘I built my
conﬁdence...
and ﬁnally
broke 80’
GP reader
David Rowlands

Stand a little taller to the ball
A more upright spine angle promotes a more rotational and flatter
plane of movement, which shallows the club’s arc through impact.
Also, move the ball an inch or two forward in your stance –
that encourages you to strike forward, not down.

2

Grip an inch down the shaft
This effectively makes the club shorter, giving
you a little extra insurance against heavy contact. In these
conditions, a thin strike is far more effective than a fat one. You can
also grip a little more firmly than usual to reduce wrist hinge and
gain some clubhead control.

3

I’ve been playing golf
for about lve years.
My lrst handicap was
25; I have been as
low as 11.4, and
my current playing
handicap is 12.8. But despite this, I’d
never managed to achieve my prime
goal of breaking 80. I’d shot an
80, a couple of 81s, but never
in the 70s. It was becoming a
little bit psychological.
But just recently, I faced a six-footer
on the last green for a 79… and in it
went. It was the achievement of a
dream, and it felt fantastic.
I believe I made the breakthrough
thanks to a couple of lessons I had
with local coach Craig Thomas. Yes,
Craig unearthed an alignment issue
and straightened me out; but more
importantly, he gave me conldence.
I told him my goal was to break 80,
and he insisted I was good enough.
When an expert says “I know you can
do this”, it’s like having someone on
your shoulder giving you a pep talk
when you’re out on the course.
I had been playing cautiously, almost
waiting for errors to happen: Craig
convinced me to be more positive by
telling me I had the ability to recover
even if I did hit a bad one. That freed
me up, and allowed to me shoot my
best-ever score.
I think we golfers tend to think of
coaches as technical experts. But as
Craig showed, they can help you with
the psychology of the game too. My
advice is to lnd a coach you connect
with, who speaks your language; they
won’t just improve your swing: they’ll
help you believe in yourself too.

YOUR COACH
Expect less spin
ENRIC LOPEZ
PGA Head Professional
at PGA Cataluyna, Spain
www.pgacatalunya.com

Grooves are designed to channel moisture away and help the club grip
the ball, but in very wet conditions you can expect the ball to come out
hotter, lower and with less spin. Take that into account, especially if you
have a hazard to carry, or serious trouble behind the green.
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YOUR C OAC H

ADRIAN FRYER
solidgolf.co.uk
Fellow of the PGA based
at Liverpool Golf Centre
liverpoolgolfcentre.co.uk

THE DO W NL OA D

The app that
puts a swing
coach in
your pocket
V1 Golf £6.49 a month,
£58.99 a year

DIY DIAGNOSIS

UNDER THE BAR

Pipe lagging can be used to improve your iron ballstriking.
If you don’t have any lying around, pick some up from the DIY store

1

Lean Machines

Compare the tour pro
at address and impact
and the club is in a very
different position. At set-up
it’s in a neutral position, as
they show the maker’s loft
to the ball; but by impact the
shaft leans forward, the
handle further ahead of the
clubface. This progression
creates a very crisp,
squeezing iron strike. Use
some pipe lagging to help
develop a similar move.
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Create an H

Push two alignment
sticks into the ground,
a 7-iron’s length apart.
Cut off a piece of lagging a
little longer than a 7-iron,
and push it down through
the uprights, positioned
just above halfway. Focus
on the zone below the
lagging and between the
posts. This is your target
area. Take four or lve steps
back from the canes, and
set up with a 7-iron.
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Going under

Your goal is to drive
your shots between the
canes and under the
lagging. To do this, play the
ball further back in your
stance, perhaps even just
back of centre and, with the
handle slightly ahead of the
face, work on a delivery that
increases the relationship
through impact. Keep the
ball under the bar and you’ll
hone a more compressing,
powerful strike.

As anyone who has spent
much time on YouTube
knows, there remains no
substitute for face-to-face golf
coaching with a qualiled expert.
Yet, as you might have noticed over
the past 12 months, there are times
when this is not possible. The V1
app attempts to bridge the gap by
becoming an online link between you
and a golf coach: you send your swing
video to them, they analyse and
report back – for a fee, of course.
There are more than a thousand V1
coaches and while most are in the US,
there are some big-hitting names on
the list including DJ’s coach Claude
Harmon and former Tiger coaches
Butch Harmon and Chris Como.
As usual, this app gives you the
basics for free and asks you to pay
for extras. Those basics include
the ability to record your swing at
a welcome 240 frames per second
(if your device will accommodate it),
draw on and edit the results, access a
modest library of drills and send and
receive video to and from your chosen
coach. The paid-for service adds an
interesting compare feature that
allows you to view your swing
side-by-side to the Tour star of your
choice, and a more useful overlay
option that lets you drop one swing on
top of another, so charting
your progress in making swing
adjustments. There is also a
comprehensive swing video library.
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As the tourism industry
bounces back across the globe,
golf tourism can play a pivotal
role in providing strong
tailwinds in its revival.
G Kamala Vardhana Rao, IAS
Chairman and Managing Director, ITDC

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF

GOLF TOURISM FOR INDIA

AND ITS TRAVEL INDUSTRY
Since golf tourists are bigger spenders than leisure travellers, the niche segment
has the potential to boost the hospitality industry and the economy at large.
ccording to a Research and
Markets report, the golf
tourism segment is slated
to grow at a CAGR of 4%
between 2020 and 2024,
reaching $5.36 billion during
this period.
The report notes that the
main drivers are the growing
government support in promoting golf tourism
and the increasing importance accorded to
building golf infrastructure globally. Besides,
the report attributes this rising popularity to
the emergence of pro-golf tournaments in
recent years.

LEGACY AND CONDUCIVE
CONDITIONS
Given India’s conducive climatic conditions,
golf tourism is gradually making its presence
felt across the country in the past few years.
India’s picturesque landscapes and excellent
hospitality services are also offering national
and international golfers enhanced and
enjoyable golf tourism experiences. Thanks to
these favourable factors, the country has more
than 230 golf courses.
Of these, several courses meet international
standards. Over the years, golf events held
in India have been attracting both domestic
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and overseas tourists. Recognising the sport’s
burgeoning signi¿cance and the increasing
interest in golf tourism, the Ministry of
Tourism is establishing a comprehensive and
organised framework to promote golf tourism
as a niche product targeting tourists from India
and abroad. The Ministry believes promoting
golf would help in developing India’s overall
tourism ecosystem, even facilitating its
emergence as a hub of global golf tourism.
Considering these facts, golf is considered one
of the nation’s niche tourism segments. As
mentioned, India harbours some of the world’s
most scenic golf courses. Interestingly, some
of these are in far-Àung locales typically not
associated with the activity. Most are 18-hole
golf courses with sandpits and allied obstacles,
providing golfers great enjoyment.
Incidentally, few would be aware that India
is the second nation after the UK to play golf
in a big way. It’s no surprise that the British
introduced golf when they colonised the
country. Consider the Royal Calcutta Golf
Club. Founded in 1829, this was the ¿rst golf
course outside Great Britain. Thereafter, the
Royal Bombay Golf Club was founded in
1842, followed by the Bangalore Golf Club
in 1876, Ahmedabad in 1884 and the Shillong
Golf Course in 1886.
In Ahmedabad, the Gulmohar Greens Golf

Course was the ¿rst one to create an island
green in India and to have the world’s third
split golf green. Ahmedabad also holds the
distinction of having one of India’s longest
golf courses – the Kalhaar Blues & Greens
Golf Course. Currently, Ahmedabad is India’s
fastest-growing city in creating new golf
courses and supporting junior golf.
Another interesting titbit for lovers of the sport
is the Gulmarg Golf Club in Kashmir, which
lies at an altitude of 2,700 metres, offering a
distinct charm. For golf a¿cionados, visiting
these varied courses in some of the most
enchanting locations remains the ultimate
form of happiness. Driven by these dynamic
and diverse factors, the country is changing for
the better as a golf tourism destination with the
sport gathering steady pace each passing year.

ARMY CONNECTION AND
OTHER FACTS
Signi¿cantly, the Army has been running
more than 100 luxury golf courses pan-India.
Typically, these golf courses are used by
senior of¿cers and other personnel. Thanks
to this heritage, some of India’s best golfers
have an Army lineage – Jeev Milkha Singh,
Jyoti Randhawa, Digvijay Singh, Anirbhan
Lahiri and Shubhankar Sharma, among many
others. The Army’s latest golf sensation is

Feature

Bangalore Golf Club House

Diksha Dagar – the youngest from India to
win the Ladies European Tour title in South
Africa’s Cape Town in 2019. Though born
deaf, Diksha overcame her handicap with
a cochlear implant, helping her hear from a
close range to experience the joy of golf from
an early age.
But there’s more to the Army’s golf
connection. In the heart of Bengaluru lies a
small 25-acre land parcel hidden in the Indian
Air Force’s Training Command. An 18-hole
course, this could well be the smallest golf
course in the world. Meanwhile, the world’s
highest golf course is the Indian Army’s Yak
Golf Course, located at an altitude of 3,970
metres above sea level in Kupup, Sikkim. The
6,026 yards long course was awarded this title
in 2006 by the Guinness Book of Records.
In popularising golf as a hot tourism
destination, such unusual and record-setting
news nuggets must be conveyed to all golf
lovers, domestic and international. These
facts apart, there is another big bene¿t in the
promotion of golf tourism.
As an of¿cial from the Ministry of Tourism
noted, even at iconic sites such as the Taj
Mahal, tourists do not stay for more than a
night. In most cases, people prefer to make
many destinations a one-day affair, reaching
in the morning and leaving at night. But when
a golf course is established near popular
tourist destinations, many visitors stay back
for a few days, preferring to unwind with
a round of golf. As a result, tourists keep
spending more money.
In other words, golf tourism can bene¿t
mainstream tourism by drawing more tourists
who stay back for three or four days at
least. The extended stays are bene¿cial for
upstream and downstream sectors linked to
tourism, generating greater employment and
entrepreneurial opportunities for local people,
particularly the youth.

Bombay Presidency Golf Club

Notably, India has around 25 signature golf
courses at par with global standards. Also, golf
courses on private resorts offer guests worldclass amenities, including ¿ne-dining facilities
and open-air Jacuzzis. Consequently, more
enjoyable stays are likely to be extended.
In advancing golf tourism, perhaps the country
could take a leaf out of Vietnam’s book. A
couple of years ago, a veteran sports journalist
from Forbes rated Vietnam as the globe’s
fastest-growing golf market from 209 golfdestination countries. Lately, Vietnam has been
attracting many high-income golfers, who play
golf and also experience the evergreen charm
of its landscape and culture.
In Vietnam, coincidentally, the pioneers of golf
are also real estate moguls who have played a
major role in innovative golf tourism. This has
given a huge stimulus to golf in that country.
Similarly, in India, renowned developers of
premium projects offer golf-themed projects
with expansive 18-hole courses.

GUIDELINES FOR GROWTH
Since India enjoys the bene¿t of bright sunny
weather most months of the year, it provides the
ideal conditions for encouraging golf among
untapped sections. The weather advantage has
seen Delhi host the most golf courses in the
north. In the south, it is Bengaluru while in the
west Pune has some ¿ne courses. Though east
India lags in numbers, it is home to some of
the oldest golf clubs.
In the northeast, however, one course needs a
special mention – Mizoram’s state-of-the-art
Thenzawl Golf Resort, which was inaugurated
virtually in August 2020 due to pandemic
restrictions. Developed through the ‘Integrated
Development of New Eco-Tourism’ under the
Swadesh Darshan scheme, the 18-hole golf
course has a play area of 75 acres. The resort
has 30 eco-log huts, an open-air food court,

Signiﬁcantly, the Army has been running more than 100 luxury
golf courses pan-India. Typically, these golf courses are used
by senior officers and other personnel. Thanks to this heritage,
some of India’s best golfers have an Army lineage - Jeev
Milkha Singh, Jyoti Randhawa, Digvijay Singh, Anirbhan
Lahiri and Shubhankar Sharma, among many others.

Royal Calcutta Golf Club

cafeteria, reception area and waiting lounge,
all built with Siberian pinewood.
On its part, the Ministry of Tourism has laid
guidelines for supporting golf tourism, based
on market data and relevant surveys. For
example, as per an independent study, among
travelling golfers, 52% are likely to enjoy
two or more gol¿ng vacations annually. On
average, these tourists spend 33% more on
vacations vis-à-vis regular travellers. The
results also reveal that up to 78% of golfers
were willing to visit new gol¿ng destinations
– a cohort representing 50% of the wealthiest
golfers.
Taking these into account, the Ministry’s
guidelines recommend creating awareness
and encouraging stakeholders to experience
and promote such venues to generate greater
demand. Additionally, trained human resources
are required for promoting golf tourism.
Trained service providers are indispensable
in offering more satisfying travel experiences,
including in golf tourism.
Due to India’s vast geographic spread, IAGTO
(International Association of Golf Tour
Operators) suggests region-wise planning and
strategies to further golf tourism. It believes
golf travellers are keen on having quality,
accessibility, variety and value for money
when they visit golf destinations. As per
IAGTO, out of an estimated 56 million golfers
globally, 50% end up playing golf during
vacations. With 25% of such golfers taking
one golf vacation in a year at the least, the
tourism potential is apparent.
According to the India Golf Tourism
Association, golf tourism is growing 9.3% per
year. With around 1.6 million people travelling
annually across the nation, India’s vast
potential in this niche is still untapped. Golf
tourism is an excellent way to boost economic
growth and employment generation via hotels,
restaurants, eateries and other retail outlets.
The niche segment can also give a ¿llip to
new tourist destinations while boosting the
development of new infrastructure.
Ultimately, for all golf lovers across India,
this is an excellent opportunity to go vocal for
local by visiting domestic golf destinations
and supporting the sport they are so passionate
about.
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TRAVEL GEAR & APPAREL
With co-vid vaccines becoming more readily available worldwide, pent up demand for travel
is playing out and that means a lot more golfers on the go.
owever, because of the
pandemic, travel will never
be the same. Manufacturers
are keying in on the industry
buzzword- “anti-microbial”.
An important consideration
for travelers looking to get back on the road.
Caroline Marchionna, Sr. Marketing Manager
at Travelon is on the cutting edge with a whole
array of antimicrobial products including
handy cleaning cloths, packing pouches,
bottle holders and day packs that are certi¿ed
by the world’s leading organizations for health
and environment safety and explains the basic
concept behind her company’s direction.
“Our (CLEAN) products place a vital layer
of germ protection between you and the
world – preventing the millions of illnesscausing airborne and surface microbes from
attaching, growing, and crawling the surface
of your bag. To put this in perspective, it is
proven that your phone at any given moment
has multiple-millions of microbes, (including
viruses, bacteria, fungi, microorganisms,
bacillus, germs, bugs), crawling its surface. It
is contaminated surfaces like your phone, that
results in microbes to spreading from surface

No one wants
to spoil a trip by
getting slapped
with excess
baggage fees, so
the portable digital
scale is a must-have
these days. Batteryoperated, the
Escali Velo luggage
scale features
an easy to use
1-button operation,
ergonomically
designed handle
and extra-durable
tough nylon strap
with stainless steel
clasp.
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to surface. (Note: Airborne microbes land on
surfaces.) Contact with contaminated surface
is how germs are spread.”
The technical process Travelon has developed
starts with Silvadur, a revolutionary patented
antimicrobial polymer technology that
adheres engineered and polymer and silver
ions to the threads that are woven to make the
CLEAN fabric – that activates the ions in the
presence of bacteria and microbes. This bioresponsive performance feature ensures that
Silvadur™ permanently stays on the fabric
surface and stops microbe spread.
Other concepts that are spreading among
travelers are increased mobility demands for
tech gear. Even for something that perhaps
does not come immediately to mind, like
luggage scales.
“As the world begins to reopen to travel and
the prices of airfare increase, being con¿dent
that your travel luggage doesn’t get hit with
an overweight fee is more important than
ever. Especially, as consumers are more cost
conscience than ever given the widespread
economic hardships many have had to
endure over the past year.” said Noah Harber,
Sr. Manager of Marketing and Product

Development for the Escali Corporation,
“(The portable digital scale) will simply
help you to reduce the anxiety that many
experience about overweight luggage and
excessive fees when traveling.”
And speaking of anxiety, in an age of
collecting and accessing huge amounts of
precious data, having the ability to transport
such critically-important information via a
reliable Àash storage device without losing
it all in an instant is paramount in our fastmoving business and leisure worlds.
“With travel restrictions easing out and people
stepping out again, be it for leisure or business,
they prefer carrying their entertainment with
them, in form of movies, videos, music,
e-books, downloaded web series, and more.
For this, they need storage solution that are
not only portable but high on capacity and
fast in performance. They demand a reliable
and a secure device,” said Khalid Wani, Sales
Director for San Disk.
Wani continues: “On the go users like
the convenience of high-capacity ofÀine
storage as it helps them have uninterrupted
entertainment. As a storage solution provider,
we also believe in providing a storage solution

Light, packable and easy
to care for, this Open Air
Caster long-sleeve shirt
from Orvis will become a
multifunctional favorite for
the man on the go. Its
many features include
a poly/nylon blend
that dries quickly
and promotes
evaporative cooling.
The back is caped
and lined with
lightweight
mesh for superior
breathability. Chest
pockets, rollup
sleeves and even sunglasses
cleaner in the hem.
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Attach it to a bag, inside your car dash
or your belt loop and you have an instant
high-quality microfiber material infused
with antimicrobial technology that is also
odor-free, ultra-absorbent and fast drying.
Clean your sunglasses, cell phone and other
everyday needs.

Behind the wheel for a long drive, on
the golf course or aboard a drafty plane,
stylish travelers can’t go wrong with this
classic lightweight, plush, warm, bulk-free
and soft Merino Wool V-Neck Sweater
from Orvis. Lightweight and easy fitting,
the sweater layers warmly without bulk.
Rib-knit neck, cuffs, and hem.

When you want to pack light and travel
fashionably in a top that features colors
and patterns that never go out of
style, Coolibar’s camp shirt also offers
excellent sun protection (UPF 50+). The
ultra-lightweight, woven 3Ddri fabric
has a small grid pattern that accelerates
moisture wicking to keep you cool and
dry. Engineered to withstand the rigors of
travel, it’s stain resistant, water repellent
and here’s a nice touch- a microfiber patch
on the bottom of the placket for cleaning
glasses.

Fitting all your tech
accessories in one
place for your journeys,
here’s a tech kit that
is a technical marvel
from Bellroy. Its multiple
features include- stretch
mesh pockets store bits
and pieces; a magnetic
slip pocket that fits a
power bank; a floating
wall with elastic cable
organizer inside -all in a
bag that zips out flat for
easy access.

that empowers our consumers to create,
manage and preserve their digital content
easily and effectively while they are on the go.
Safety of data is another critical feature
for users as they need encryptions to their
personal data on the storage solutions in
case of loss, theft, or damage. The software
solutions bundled in the hardware helps users
keep their data secure and safe through easy
backups.”
Since it is such a growing factor for people
on the go, the seasoned executive offers
some tips for the traveler when looking for a
portable data transfer device to purchase.

“The key factor that consumer looks for in
today’s storage solution is the user-friendly
compatibility of the device. The drives should
be compatible so that consumers can easily
move ¿les between smartphones, tablets, and
PCs with a simple plug and play mechanism.
Form factor and portability of the device
play a critical role for users who travel long
distance. They look for storage solution that
are portable, built light and are tough enough
for outdoor usage. The ruggedness of drives
come in handy in harsh weather conditions or
in case of any accidents. Hence, it becomes
quintessential for the manufacturers to make

the drives rugged, water resistant and have
strong outer case.”
Speaking of strong outer case, luggage too, is
becoming more high-tech.
“Anti-Theft security systems and RFID
blocking is more important than ever while
traveling and in everyday life,” stated
Travelon’s Marchionna. “When you carry
tech – you better have an Anti-Theft security
bag. “
Okay, so you’ve got all your mobile tech-gear
to place inside your state-of-the-art security
luggage, but what to wear…?
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You’ll want to find room
in your suitcase to bring
along your lucky Eagle Golf
Gambler hat from Coolibar.
When you’re shooting for
an eagle on the course, this
hat keeps you cool with
COOLMAX® knit lining and
a fitted sweatband. The
braided palm crown and
brim will keep the sun off
your face and neck through
every drive, putt and
hole-in-one allowing you to
concentrate on your game.
But the lid also works when
holiday travel takes you to
the beach, hiking, fishing or
just lounging poolside.

Lightweight and
durable, this travel
alarm clock from
Travelon features a
large digital display
with a backlight. No
more groping for
buttons or knocking
the clock over while
trying to see what
time it is! Retractable
stand for compact
packing with eight
alarm sound options
and snooze function.

Using Travelon’s Silvadur processing
(developed by DuPont and certified for
safety and sustainability), these packing
pouches feature the science of intelligent
antimicrobial protection. Ultra lightweight
using odor-free polyester ripstop and
super durable, they’re part of a collection
that includes shoe covers and daypacks
as Travelon CLEAN products place a vital
layer of germ protection between you
and the world in the COVID and post
COVID era.
Thoughtfully organized, finely detailed
and sophisticated, this carry-on bag
from Travelon is part of their Tailored
Collection. Spacious interior and
lightweight at just 6 pounds. With
a Built-in Anti-Theft security system,
it will protect your valuables from
pickpockets and thieves. Includes
locking compartments, and RFID
blocking organizer. Pack each day with
peace of mind.

“Security” of another kind is trending in travel
apparel. And that means being covered head
to toe with “protection” from the sun.
“If you’re looking to minimize everything
you have to pack while adding comfort to
your travel wardrobe, always look for fabrics
that do more,” explains Michelle Rivard of
Coolibar, a leading tech apparel manufacturer.
“We will always recommend UPF 50+ fabrics
to maximize sun protection—a must when
you’re outside or traveling. Also look for
moisture wicking fabrics that help keep you
cool.”
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When it comes to tech on the go, with
an emphasis on high-quality storage
solutions with consumer-focused
innovation, high efficiency, flexibility and
speed, this SanDisk Extreme Pro Portable
SSD carries a ton of data in a small
package, thus will be capable of joining you
on many journeys for a long time to come.
Super-fast, lightweight, and rugged, it is a
top option for your flash storage needs.

But that’s not to say one can’t look fashionable
while being safe and cool.
There’s an abundance of innovative designs
using quality materials to keep you safe
from sun damage while embracing an active
outdoor lifestyle, especially out gol¿ng at
your favorite resort, all while looking quite
stylish.
“When traveling, you want a shirt that is
versatile and multi-functional,” advises
Rivard. “A camp shirt is fantastic because it
is comfortable no matter how or where you
wear it (including golf). It’s lightweight,

highly-breathable and moisture wicking to
keep you cool when the temperature heats
up. It also has features like a collar you can
wear from the beach to a restaurant, and a
convenient front pocket for your shades when
the sun sets. The biggest bene¿t of (our) camp
shirt is the sun protection. The UPF 50+ fabric
blocks out 98% of UVA/UVB rays wherever
it touches your skin. So you don’t have to lug
around and apply as much sunscreen when
you’re out enjoying the day.”
Time to venture out and enjoy it all while
being safe and looking cool doing it.
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FROM MY DIARY…

By Brandon de Souza

J

ust when we had the good news
of the vaccine administration,
we’ve got steadily got ourselves
embroiled into a second wave.
While most cases are coming
from a few states, the new wave
is threatening to undo all the good
work done in containing the virus spread over
the past year.
Everyone must get vaccinated as soon as
they are eligible for one. Not only will it
bump up the numbers but also ensure life
goes back to somewhat normal and we see
the desperate resumption of the Asian Tour
in particular. While we have seen some green
shoots of tournament play, there is still a
lot of uncertainty amongst the tours with an
upcoming summer break here.
Our professionals need the Asian Tour & the
PGTI to get going with a con¿rmed schedule
as their rankings, quali¿cation chances for
Tokyo along with the prize money all affected
severely. We await the Indian swing on the
Asian Tour as the Indian Open, Panasonic
Open and as told by a little birdie, the DGC
Open all set to be hosted (hopefully) later in
the year.
One guy who has stepped out and put in a
couple of commendable performances on the
European Tour has been Gaganjeet Bhullar, the
Tata Steel Tour Championship winner. Only
an exceptional
putt from 60
One guy who has
feet by the
stepped out and
Frenchman
put in a couple
Rozner denied
of commendable
him at least a
performances
playoff chance
on
the European
at the Qatar
Tour has been
Masters.
Gaganjeet Bhullar,
Happy about
the Tata Steel Tour
the Indian Golf
Championship
winner.
Union’s AGM
after what feels
like an eternity. The resumption of the amateur
tour has seen a huge response with the quali¿er
seeing a massive 179 players entering. Our

Gaganjeet Bhullar

men on the ground have their work cut out
with the unprecedented response.
The amateur game has been in good health
during the pandemic and the numbers are
no surprise to be honest. The just concluded
Royal Premier Golf League at the Royal
was testimony to the fact and the numbers of
rounds clocked during the three months of the
event were extraordinary. It format is clearly
a winning formula going ahead as we see less
and less corporate golf.
Quite a few amateurs have decided to turn
professional, both in the men’s as well as the
women’s game. The swelling of numbers on
the Hero Women’s Professional Golf Tour is

encouraging. Tvesa beating the ¿eld after 18
months was a great con¿dence booster for her.
It is always a great feeling to be back in the
winner’s circle. A word for the Bakshi sisters,
Jahanvi who has clocked a win and Hitashee
who has a couple of runners up ¿nishes
already. Having ¿rst seen them back in 2016,
they have set the challenge to the seasoned girls
along with the amateur Avani Prashanth.
Brandon de Souza is the President of Golf Industry
Association. He is the Chairman & Managing
Director of Tiger Sports Marketing & Brandon de
Souza Management Services. He advises brands
on using golf as a platform.
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IS GOLF REALLY UP FOR DEFEATING CHEATING?

ffer any professional golfer, young,
old, male female, high-Àying or
journeyman pro the choice of two
less-than complimentary descriptions,
‘Loser,’ or, ‘Cheat,’ and they’ll bit
your hand off for the former.
Why, because once the ‘C’ word has become
attached to their name, by fact or implication,
it’s like a bad smell that lingers for a very long
time and brings with it unwanted nods and winks
in locker room and media centre, often.
Once attached, the ‘C’ word can never be fully
expunged, bringing a level of scrutiny and
suspicion reserved exclusively of those who
have been convicted or accused of cheating.
Yet, for all the talk of the decency of golf and
the honour that allows players of the royal and
ancient game to – unlike almost ever other sport
- regulate themselves and their adherence with a
highly-complicated set of rules, the professional
tours often take a somewhat selective view of
their miscreants, where the punishment may not
always ¿t the crime.
That venerable institution, the Oxford English
Dictionary, de¿nes the word, ‘Cheat,’ rather
delicately but wholly unambiguously.
“Cheat” 1 (Verb). “To act dishonestly or unfairly
in order to win some pro¿t or advantage.” 2.
(Verb). “To trick, deceive, deprive by deceit.”
(Noun). “A person who cheats, an unfair player.”
That says all it needs to say really, and applies
perfectly to golf, except, like most things in life
– and the royal and ancient game – clichés like
‘the devil is in the detail’ and caveats such as,
‘open to interpretation,’ invariably apply, and
whilst the top players in the world play to exactly
the same set of rules as us ordinary mortals
playing the monthly medal, they / we can ¿nd
themselves / ourselves being scrutinised, judged
and treated differently.
At the very heart of golf is the assumed honesty
of those who play the game, trusted to play
within the letter and the spirit of the rules,
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fulsome and complex rules they are too.
But, whilst a combination of wall-to-wall
TV and Social Media coverage now allows
thousands of pairs of spectators’ doing the
devil’s work in scrutinising professionals, out
on those distant, isolated corners of the world’s
golf courses where amateurs frequently ¿nd
themselves, there’s normally but a single pair of
eyes available, and they belong to the potential
miscreant.
Yet – although there are no statistics to prove
or disprove this – the assumption is that whilst
we amateurs are all honest on and off the golf
course, but, from the minute they step onto the
¿rst tee, those avaricious pros are bending – and
on occasions breaking the rules at will, money –
very large amounts of it - often the motive.
Of course, neither is true, but when my opponent
nudges his ball back into bounds on the far
extremities of the 15th as he battles to save the
tie, nobody ¿nds out, whereas, when PGA TOUR
star Patrick Reed bends and breaks the rules yet
again, the entire universe knows, and quickly.

Bunker Mentality mentions Reed – aka ‘Captain
America,’ – ¿rst because he earned a reputation
for being what the late golf commentator Peter
Alliss once described as, “A bit whiffy,” but
BM will call simply, ‘A person of considerable
interest.’
As recently as March this year, the controversial
American became embroiled in another cheating
controversy, having been seen attempting to
improve his lie as he fought to make the cut
at the prestigious US$9.3m Arnold Palmer
Invitational at Bay Hill in Florida.
The 2018 Masters champion Reed had found the
deep rough off the tee on his penultimate hole if
the day – and quite possibly his tournament – a
TV camera, one of 100-plus deployed at every
PGA TOUR event these days zoomed-in as
Reed addressed his second shot, a small cohort
of vigilant viewers noticed the 30-year-old
tampering with grass behind his ball, allegedly
and technically attempting to improve his lie.
This was the third in a series of rulesbased controversies the Texan had been

embroiled in over 18-months,
following January’s Farmers
Championship at Torrey Pines
when he was called-out by
fellow players after breaking
the rules over a free drop,
after ambiguity over whether
his ball had plugged or not.
Remarkably
he
was
exonerated by PGA TOUR
of¿cials who later con¿rmed that
- in their view - Reed had followed
the correct procedure, leaving some rival
players incandescent with rage.
Reed had found himself Àying close to the
wind - and the rule book - once again during
Tiger Woods’ Hero Challenge in the Bahamas
in December 2019; leading the tournament, the
American twice moved sand behind his ball
in a waste area, leading to accusations he had
deliberately improved his lie, for which of¿cials,
after examining video footage, slapped a twostroke penalty on the Texan, the controversy
and enmity towards him spilled over into the
subsequent week’s President’s Cup, which the
USA won.
Later, asked if he was a cheat, Patrick Reed
answered cryptically, “It’s not the right word
to use,” but as the aforementioned Peter Alliss,
one of the most respected voices in the game
once said, “If you get a reputation for being a bit
shady – and over the years there have been a few
who have Àirted with the wind - fellow pros will
talk [and] the stigma stays with you.”
Professional golf is littered with other ‘persons
of considerable interest,’ including - it is alleged,
one of the ‘Big 3’ who saved golf in the sixties
and two of the highest-pro¿le players of all
time, three-time ‘Major’ champion and former
world #1 Vijay Singh and eight-time European
Tour Order of Merit winner Colin Montgomerie,
each making a single but signi¿cant rules-based
infraction 20-years-apart which temporarily
derailed their respective careers.
English golfer Simon Dyson, six times a
European Tour winner, and a somewhat spikey
character is another who has Àirtedwith the ‘C’
word, but was handled with considerably less
sympathy by Wentworth authorities.
Back in 2013, Dyson was handed a two-month
ban by the European Tour’s disciplinary system
- suspended for 18 months – and slapped
a £30,000 ¿ne, despite being cleared of a,
“Premeditated act of cheating,” having been
accused of tapping down spike marks – code
for improving your lie - on a green during that

year’s BMW Asian Open in Shanghai.
That was effectively the end of what had been a
successful career, the Yorkshireman never fully
recovering his form or his con¿dence; never to
win again and missing the entire 2015 season
through injury, consigned to the margins of the
Challenge Tour before giving up – for now at
least – quitting the Tour to set up a, ‘Golf travel
business,’ Elite Golf Experience operating out of
Portugal.
Interestingly, a handful of women have been
accused – some – found guilty of cheating,
including current American LPGA star Lexi
Thompson and her earlier compatriot Jane
Blalock, the latter ending up in court.
But arguably, the most severe, scandalous and
self-evident example of cheating in professional
golf came in July 1985; the location, Princes
Golf Club, the occasion, ¿nal qualifying ahead
of the forthcoming 114th Open Championship at
nearby Royal St George’s, the player, Scotsman
David Robertson, eventually banned for
20-years by a Wentworth disciplinary panel for
a series of offences involving the improvement
of his lie.
For perspective, when it comes to cheating, golf
is in no better or worse the many other sports
or indeed life in general, perhaps un-noteworthy
given the self-regulation of the game; there’s no
widespread doping culture like in cycling, nor is
there the ducking and diving in football aimed

at winning penalties and getting players sent-off.
But then professional golf has Patrick Reed, a
man who needs to clean up his future act before
he goes from, ‘Whiffy’ to ‘Toxic;’ and when it
comes to doping, golf’s ‘Don’t ask / Won’t ¿nd’
policy appears to be working rather well.
Cheating can take all sorts of guises and off
the course; it is said that male players cheating
on their wives is, according to one player,
“Commonplace,” to his caddie, “Par for the
course,” proving cheating need not always occur
whilst playing golf.
Indeed, one of the game’s greatest stars, Phil
Mickelson has been involved in a wide range of
– let’s call it, ‘alleged irregular activity, caught
bang to rights in an insider trading scandal in
2015.
The USA Securities and Exchange Commission
(SEC) alleged ‘Lefty’ had made a US$931,000
pro¿t from the purchase along with professional
gambler Billy Walters - allegedly using some
of the money, which the SEC described as
‘Ill-gotten-gains.
Deliberate cheating is when a golfer knowingly
and wilfully breaks the rules in order to improve
his / her score: for example, a ball thrown down
in the rough or kicked from under a tree, a ¿ve
claimed when six shots have been taken.
Those is the types of behaviour entirely
unacceptable in golf, yet there are thousands
of ways to cover-up an act of cheating, but
before jumping to convict, don’t forget golf
in no more than a game and one that regularly
and comprehensively reveal the weakness and
failings of the human condition.
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AERATION IS THE MOST
by Wg Cdr Arun Kumar Singh (Retd)
President, GCS&MAI
eration, also known as coring in
common parlance, is certainly
considered to be the most
important aspect of maintenance
of all kind of sports turf including
the golf courses. It does attract
its detractors from among a
minority comprising golfers who have sense of
entitlement and demand mint conditions of play
365 days in a year. Greenkeepers also have to
withstand unwarranted criticism from golfers
who ¿nd it expedient to blame the marks left
by tines on the putting greens.
It’s not uncommon to see committee members
opposing the aeration based on imaginary
fears like damage to the roots due to practices
such as coring, spiking or slicing. It’s also not
uncommon to see a parallel industry selling
magical products with claims about making
aeration redundant. Sadly, such a magic does
not exist.

Aeration is about Air
It’s worth remembering that the roots do not
grow in soil but grow in the air spaces between
the soil particles. Aeration (aeri¿cation in
USA), is certainly about getting air into the soil
and facilitating exchange of trapped gases. The
spaces between soil particles can completely get
¿lled by water (overwatering can be fatal!) and
displace all air or the spaces can become much
smaller due to compaction created by traf¿c.
Obviously, spaces ¿lled with water but devoid
of air will cause the roots to die. Aeration
practices improve the air content of the soil but
also reduces toxicity of soil by increasing the
spaces between the soil particles and opening
up the structure of the soil. In reality, it helps in
achieving a satisfactory ratio of air/water in the
soil as both are needed for survival.

IMPORTANT PRACTICE

Drainage
Aeration practices break up the top soil and
thus prevents any Àooding caused by surface
sealing. It invariably improves drainage and
lets water percolate down into sub surface
soil. This not only reduces accumulation of
water but also encourages deeper root growth.
Drier surfaces also prevent the proliferation of
shallow rooted meadow grass and promote the
growth of desirable grasses which are tough
and wiry.

Drought Resistance

Aeration is not limited to Air
and has multiple benefits

Aeration breaks down the hydrophobic
resistance of the surfaces in high traf¿c areas
and promotes the availability of water deep
down which makes the area more drought
resistant. Quick percolation of water reduces
the availability of water at surface level which
minimises the evaporation losses too. The
quantity of water required to meet the irrigation
needs is duly reduced.

Aeration as a term seems to be limited to getting
air into the soil but the practice is much beyond
air. Aeration alleviates compaction, enlarges
spaces between soil particles, eliminates thatch
and performs many other functions which help
in creating a healthy sports turf. The practice
helps in many ways described in succeeding
paragraphs.

We have seen that aeration promotes
percolation of water and breaks down the
hydrophobic soil surfaces. This does help
in controlling and curing dry patches as the
wetting agents can make ingress more easily
through spiked or cored surfaces.
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Curing Dry Patches

Controlling Fungal or other
Infestation
Reduction in watering and lack of accumulation
of water at surface level promotes ¿rm dry
surfaces which do not provide a conducive
environment for infestation of fungus or bugs,
insects etc.

Thatch Control
Thatch control is perhaps the most important
bene¿t of aeration which seems to be the most
effective way for it. Thatch is a surface layer
of partly decomposed stagnant vegetations
which can run quite deep and hold plenty of
water within the layer. Thatch prevents any
water or nutrients to penetrate the surface to
reach the root zone. Water content within the
layer also provides a welcoming environment
for habitation of fungus and other pathogens.
A thick layer of thatch can also limit the
availability of oxygen to the root zone. Thatch
formation is often formed due to factors like
over watering and poor drainage. Thatch, if
not controlled properly, can also create several
layers of black soil accumulated over years.
These layers will make the surface non porous
and the roots will die due to lack of water and
air.
Aeration not only breaks the layer but also
helps in the ingress of desirable materials like

Feature

AERATION PRACTICES IMPROVE
THE AIR CONTENT OF THE SOIL
BUT ALSO REDUCES TOXICITY
OF SOIL BY INCREASING THE
SPACES BETWEEN THE SOIL
PARTICLES AND OPENING UP
THE STRUCTURE OF THE SOIL.
nutrients and/or water absorbent particles such
as baked calcined clay before top dressing.
Routine aeration is probably the best method
for thatch control even though other practices
can also be employed.

Methods
Aeration has existed for few centuries and
has travelled from the simple manual forks
to modern heavy duty verti drains which go
deep down in the surfaces. Mechanisation
has essentially speeded up the process and
has facilitated more frequent aeration of turf.
The manual methods continue to exist as they
can be used in smaller areas which require
special attention. The earlier practice involving

assisting animals like horse is of course not
used. Different methods like slitting, tining,
forking or even injecting water have their
bene¿ts and also the attendant disadvantages.

Timing
Aeration needs to be planned well in advance
and should not be undertaken on whims.
Clearly suitability of the surfaces is a crucial
factor and aeration can’t (or should not) be
done when the surfaces are very hard and
more so when they are wet and soft. Aeration
of very hard surfaces though may be possible
with heavy duty equipment and aeration of
wet surfaces on the other hand doesn’t work
because the slits close quickly but the surface
remains scarred for long periods. Climatic
conditions will dictate timing of the operations
and so will the timing have to adjust to the
tournament schedule of the golf course.

Frequency
Frequency of the aeration is directly related to
the traf¿c on the course – higher the traf¿c,
higher the frequency. Paradoxically, higher
the play, more is the resistance to aeration. The
committees need to not fall for golfers trying
to reduce this frequency and would do better
by purchasing more equipment like tractors to
speed up the process.

Equipment
The trend has certainly shifted towards
equipment being mounted on self-propelled
power units. The machines essentially use
traditional methods like slicing or coring with
tines (both hollow and solid). The desire to
cause least disruption on the putting surfaces
has also led to machines like Terralift which
mimics the ancient practice of digging and

lifting by hand held forks. In recent times, there
has been some support for Hydro Jets which
inject a ¿ne jet of water under high pressure
under the surface. The big advantage is that
its operation leaves no scar on the surface and
causes no disruption. It looks very tempting
for most to carry out aeration by using such
machine but then it has some disadvantages too.
The operation is painfully slow and the aeration
is shallow. The machines are also relatively
much more expensive. Usage and procurement
of equipment should be critically analysed
for cost quality bene¿t before committing
relatively large amount of funds.

Final Words
Golf courses have changed into facilities
providing play for 365 days in the year and
the golfers have become more demanding
and less discerning. The requirement of
aeration has become even more with such
changes. Depth of aeration is very important
but must be varied or else a compacted
layer will be formed just below the level of
depth of aeration. The frequency of aeration
(not necessarily the complete operation) is
certainly even more desirable.
Different methods of aeration have their
advantages and none is better than others. It
should be worthwhile to utilise the practice
of aeration as a preventive action rather than
being a remedial one. Diseased turf can’t be
cured by aeration and it might be undesirable
most of the time to undertake it immediately
after any infestation for the fear of spreading
it. Aeration, though remains the vital
operation for ensuring the health of the turf.
In fact, the old adage of – when in doubt, get
to the sight and fork it up – remains as valid
as it ever was.
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CANGOLF SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETES MMR AT KVGC
ANGolf conceptualised and
implemented a Monthly Medal
Round to provide an inclusive,
yet competitive platform for
all golfers to participate in tournaments.
The event was sponsored by Au Bank and
PINHole Pictures.
Event is played by 72 golfers across
different handicaps ranging from expert
single digit handicappers to newcomers with
24 handicap. Stableford scoring format is
used for the tournament and there are Total
8 Prizes up for grabs.
It was a close match for Handicap Category
A. There was a 3 way tie among golfers
Avijit Singh, Harbhajan Singh and Masood
Baig with 38 Stableford points. MR Avijit
Singh was declared winner basis best gross
over back 9 holes (Mr Avijit played gross 2
over back 9 holes)
CANGolf accorded the young guns a
Welcome to Golf Certi¿cate and all golfers
extended the warm welcome.

RESULTS
Overall Best Gross
Winner (Handicap 0 to 18)
Runner Up (Handicap 0 to 18)
Winner (Handicap 19 and above)
Runner Up (Handicap 19 and above)
Longest Drive
Straightest Drive
Closes to Pin
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Harsharan Singh
Prashin
Avijit Singh
Muneesh Sud
Gulbeer Singh
Devdutt Sekdar
Amitabh Ambastha
Manjit Bali

Club News

JODHPUR’S JHALAMAND CUP

T

he event hosted by Jhalamand family at the Sardar Club Golf
Course on February 21st, 2021 has become a permanent
¿xture for golfers. This edition saw 42 golfers from Delhi,
Jaipur and Udaipur travelling to participate in the event. The event
concluded at Prize Distribution Dinner.

RESULTS
Best Nett Winner– Shyam Singh
Runner-Up Nett – Rr Parikshit Singh
2nd Runner Up Nett – Kr. Rishi Raj Singh Hada

Senior Category
Best Nett Winner – Mh. Madan Singh and Dr. Gautam Jain
Longest Drive Winner – Nakul Singh
Closest to Pin Winnetr – Rajveer Singh

CULTURE & HERITAGE ACTS AS AN ENGINE FOR SUSTAINABLE
TOURISM DEVELOPMENT
PHD Chamber of Commerce and Industry
organized the 10th International Heritage Tourism
Conclave with the theme ‘Harnessing Power of
Heritage Tourism with Focus on Sustainability’
on 12 March 2021 at WelcomHeritage Ramgarh,
Panchkula.
The programme was supported by the Ministry
of Tourism, Government of India; Madhya
Pradesh Tourism Board; Rajasthan Tourism;
Haryana Tourism Corporation Ltd; InterGlobe
Technology Quotient and Indian Railway
Catering and Tourism Corporation Ltd. The
Conclave was attended by over 80 delegates
from travel and hospitality industry.
Building on the previous nine editions, the
Conclave deliberated on how tourism and culture
sectors can work together more collaboratively
and increase public-private partnerships to ensure
the protection of Cultural and Natural Heritage
while extending bene¿ts to local communities.
Inaugurating the Conclave, Ms. Rupinder Brar
(IRS), Additional Director General – Ministry of
Tourism, Government of India, said, “Heritage
Tourism plays a crucial role in building the
visitor economy and destinations should seek
to maximize the opportunities it brings. India

currently has 38 UNESCO World Heritage Sites,
a number we are certain will grow in the years
ahead. Each of these sites is a potential hub for
economic activity.”
In his presidential address, Mr. Sanjay Aggarwal,
President, PHDCCI, said, “This conclave comes
after a year-long VC meetings, the very thought
of seeing everyone’s presence today recon¿rms
my faith in the saying that ‘there is an opportunity
in every adversity’. With international travel
remaining largely out of bound to the travellers,

domestic travel will have its strong hold in the
second half of 2021, as more and more people
look inwards to explore their own homeland.”
Mr. Aggarwal further added that a 360 degree
approach panning from investment from the
government to build supporting infrastructure
and industry focus on innovation, technology,
sustainable best practices, exemplary service,
creating customer experience will surely and
steadily help in strengthening the thrust in
domestic tourism.
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CLEANTEK
UNITED
CROWNED

Royal Premier
Golf League 2021
Champions

leantek United completed an
outstanding victory over the
spirited Gladstone side 3-2 in
the ¿nal of the Ballantine’s
Golf Retreat Royal Premier
Golf League 2021 played at
the iconic Royal Calcutta Golf

Cleantek United celebrate their win

Club.

Abhay Pasari of Verdant Colts (Blue) squared
with son Shivam Pasari of Cleantek United

Gladstone celebrating their semi final win

RESULTS - CHAMPIONSHIP:
Final:
Cleantek United beat Gladstone 3-2
Semi ﬁnals:
Cleantek United beat Verdant Colts 3-2
Gladstone beat Devils 3.5-1.5
Quarter ﬁnals:
Cleantek United beat Hettich Patriots 4.5-0.5
Gladstone beat Exide White Walkers 4.5-0.5
Verdant Colts beat Baazar Kolkata Bashers 4-1
Devils beat Emami 3-2
Cleantek United’s celebration

RESULTS – CHALLENGE CUP:
Final:
Dalmia Juniors beat Eagle Eye on 4th playoff
hole (2.5-2.5)
Semi ﬁnals:
Eagle Eye beat Aces 3-2
Dalmia Juniors beat Hillibillies 4-1
Quarter ﬁnals:
Eagle Eye beat Jutify Jets 3.5-1.5
Hillibillies beat Royal Flamingos 3-2
Aces beat D Company 3-2
Dalmia Juniors beat Purti Golfers 3-2
Dalmia Juniors won the Challenge Cup
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It literally came down to the very last
stroke of the match with Cleantek
United’s Deep Bannerjee sinking the allimportant putt of the RPGL. Having won
two matches each, Gladstone looked
set to win their ¿rst title at the very ¿rst
attempt but United overpowered them by
winning the ¿nal three holes and with it,
their second straight championship.
Both the teams, separated only by the
net difference at end of the group stage,
took similar pathways to the ¿nal having
registered comprehensive quarter¿nal
and very tight semi¿nal wins. In the
semi ¿nals, Gladstone rallied to beat
Devils 3.5-1.5 after initial setbacks.
The inspiration came from team owners
Nilesh Jatia & Mona Grewal, who
managed a stellar comeback to halve
their game after being 6 holes down with
7 to play. Cleantek United won two and
halved two games to emerge 3-2 winners
over Verdant Colts as they booked their
third consecutive ¿nal appearance.
In the Challenge Cup, Dalmia Juniors
took four playoff holes to take home
their trophy being tied 2.5-2.5 after the
end of regulation holes. The Juniors
showed maturity beyond their years and
beat the Eagle Eye pair.
Earlier in the Challenge Cup semi¿nals,
Eagle Eye completed a 3-2 win over
Aces with four games ¿nishing 2&1
while Dalmia Juniors overcame a tough
Hillibillies team to complete three wins
by the margin of one hole ¿nishing on
the last hole.

Ladies on the Link

TVESA ENDS LONG TITLE DROUGHT
vesa Malik managed to stay aÀoat and
keep her nerves as she overcame an over
par round and still win the sixth leg of
the Hero Women’s Pro Golf Tour by two
strokes at the Rambagh Golf Club.

T

Jahanvi Bakshi gave Tvesa a run for her
money as she came within a shot of the leader
with birdies on the ¿rst and second. Tvesa
and Jahanvi bogeyed the Par-4 third hole and
the gap of one stayed as both players parred
from fourth to seventh. When Jahanvi
bogeyed the Par-5 eighth, Tvesa
pulled two ahead with a par. A
“The game
par from both on ninth, the
has been good
closing hole, ended the race
in Tvesa’s favour.
and I have been

feeling good about
Tvesa was happy with
Tvesa in Action (L) Tvesa getting her winners cheque
the win, but felt her game
my game so far
could have been better. She
this year.”
Every week has felt like it should
good I’ve been making small changes, working
said, “The game has been
have been better and it had a potential
a lot more on my scoring and trying to be able
good and I have been feeling
to be a lot better. I feel like it’s been games
to convert lot more. On the days when it’s good
good about my game so far this year.
in trending in the right direction.”
it is really showing but some work still needs
Obviously, I had a couple of rounds that have
to be done.”
been off but overall games has felt good.
“In terms of the game I feel like that it’s been

JAHANVI JOINS SISTER HITAASHEE IN WINNER’S CIRCLE
ahanvi Bakshi’s massive four-shot
overnight lead gave her ample breathing
space despite Vani Kapoor’s valiant
attempt on the ¿nal day of the ¿fth leg of
the Hero Women’s Pro Golf Tour at the DLF
Golf & Country Club. Jahanvi carded even
par 72 to cruise to a win as Vani shot 3-under
69, but fell well short and ended runner-up
for the third time in the last three starts.

J

Jahanvi totalled 4-under 212 while Vani was
even par 216. Tvesa Malik (69) ¿nally found

her rhythm and rose to Tied-3rd alongside
Hitaashee Bakshi, who was 3-under for the
front nine and 4-over for the back nine.
Amateur Avani Prashanth had another ¿ne
run as she ¿nished sole ¿fth with her best
card of the week at 1-under 71.
Jahanvi’s win means the two Bakshi sisters
have now won once each on the Hero
Women’s Pro Golf Tour. Hitaashee won last
December and Jahanvi added to the family
silverware on Friday. Very clearly, they

Jahanvi Bakshi receiving winner’s
cheque from Mr. Vishal Bakshi, AVP
Operations - DLF Golf & Country Club

love the sibling rivalry while rooting for
each other at the same time. They played
together with Vani in the ¿nal grouping.

Jahnavi Bakshi (left) and Vani Kapoor

In the ¿nal round, while Vani and Hitaashee
had excellent front nine scores – Vani going
out in 4-under 32 and Hitaashee in 3-under
33, Jahanvi, despite yielding some shots,
kept her nerves on the tougher back nine and
stayed ahead. While Jahanvi, Vani and Tvesa
shot 1-over 37 on the back nine, Hitaashee
went to 4-over 40 and fell back.
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FRIENDSHIP CUP GOLF TOURNAMENT
AT ZION HILLS
By Sharath Bhat - freelance advertising writer based in Bengaluru, and an associate of Rathor Sports Content

he IXth Edition of
the Friendship Cup
Golf Tournament was
held on 7th March
2021, at Zion Hills,
near Bengaluru. The
Friendship Cup is being
held in honor of the
Late Satish Gowda, a founding member of
the Friendship Cup.

Here’s some background
on the origins of this
tournament.
The tournament was first conceivedwhen
a group of golfing friends came up with
the idea at the Eagleton Golf Course. Initial
plans were discussed in 2011 by Dr Amar
Kumar Pandey IPS, in the company of late Dr

Ambarish, Mr Chetan Meda, late Mr Satish
Gowda, Mr Vignesh Hebbar, Mr Badri Kamat,
Mr Sunil Vasant and Mr Darshan while
playing a round of golf together.
The first game was organized by Mr
Satish Gowda at Eagleton in 2012, where
20 players participated. The prizes were
distributed by the late Dr Ambarish, who also
hosted a post-event dinner.
The decision to host the next game in
the year 2013 at Zion Hills was taken
unanimously - and 52 players participated
this time. Since then the popular tournament
is being held at Zion Hills every year. Thanks
to popular demand from regular players and
support from Mr George of Zion Hills.

Here’s an overview of the
Zion Hills Golf Course
This beautifully designed 9-hole golf
course is part of a golf and residential
community project promoted jointly by
real estate developers Confident Group
and Zion Hills Homes. Zion Hills is 45 miles
east of Bangalore, just south of Kolar, and
is approximately 3,000 feet above sea
level. The elevation providesmild and cool
playingconditions – just what you need on a
sunny day at the course.
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“The front nine holes opened in 2012,
and a few road blocks delayed the start
of the second nine. Development of the
second nine has now restarted, targeting
completion in 2021,” says Mr George
Menomparampil, Managing Director of Zion
Hills.

Event summary of this
year’s tournament
This year’s event brought together 52
players - from Eagleton, KGA, BGC, the Air

Staysure PGA Seniors Flier 2018

RESULTS
Best Gross Winner
Best Nett Winner
Best Nett Winner

Sumit Rathor
Sumit Rathor
Sudarshan Maney

35 Pts
40 Pts
39

Rajendra Prasad Maganti
Nishant Kulkarni
Amit Saran
Mrs. Anuradha Reddy
B K Prabhakar – 2Ft 6.0 Inches
Rajendra Patil 1.9 Ft

39 (B-18)
38 (B-19)
36 (B-18)
36 (B-17)

HANDICAP CATEGORY
Force, Zion Hills and Golfshire. Dr Rajneesh
Goel IAS, Additional Chief Secretary Home
and PWD Government of Karnataka, gave
away the prizes. Bangalore’s popular and
well-known golfer Sumit Rathor won the
Best Gross with a score of 73.

0-14 Winner
0-14 Runner Up
15-24 Winner
Runner Up
Nearest To Pin
Straightest Drive

With a new logo being sported, the
event also celebrated the launch of a
book Architecture of Return In Civil War
written by Dr Amar Kumar Pandey IPS documenting the achievements of fellow
golfers in other fields as well.

TEAM WINNER
Rajendra Patil
Anuradha Reddy
J Philipose

35
36
34

105 Pts
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TAEGA Golfer of the Year

WINNERS:
TAEGA - WINNERS

TAEGA - RUNNERS UP

A

midst the deep sense of happiness
of getting back to golf after
lockdown was not exciting enough
until TAEGA launched –“AIA Engineering
– KBG Golfer of the year“ tour at the
breathtakingly spectacular and sprawling
fairways of Kalhaar Blues and Greens
– Ahmedabad.
The tournament was participated by more
the 150 golf enthusiasts spread over ¿ve

handicap categories.
Tournament was played across eight months
and was having 7 rounds of stable ford
which facilitated half of the golfers of each
category to qualify for a second round of two
days stroke play.
At the end of stroke play top two golfers
from each categories quali¿ed to ¿nals
which was played on a match play format
spread over two days and 36 holes.

Low HC
Low Mid
Mid
Mid High
High

- Rajiv Vasa
- Paras Adukia
- Nitin Chaudhary
- Dharmendra Zaveri
- Anish Patel

RUNNERS UP:
Low HC
Low Mid
Mid
Mid High
High

- Swayam Ambalia
- Tamanjyot Sandhu
- Anand Patel
- Ashish Desai
- Anil koshti

T GOLF FOUNDATION MAKES ITS DEBUT

(L-R) Brandon de Souza, Dr. NRN Reddy, K Kavitha, V Chamundeswaranath,
Md. Azharuddin, Pullela Gopichand, Jaganmohan Rao

O

n 7th March, as we anticipated the
beginning of the end of the pandemic,
the sun rose on a brand new initiative,
the T Golf Foundation in Hyderabad. A ¿rstof-its-kind fundraiser teed off at the Peter
Harradine designed Boulder Hills Golf &
Country Club, an 18-hole championship
layout.

Chess Grandmaster Dronavalli Harika inaugurated the event

bene¿ciaries to express themselves and not
limit themselves in the endeavor to become
the best professionals they aspire to be.
The chief benefactor of the Foundation is
Lexus who have come forward and thrown

The brainchild of like-minded golfers under
the leadership of Dr. NRN Reddy & handball
supremo Mr. Jagan Mohan Rao, it aims to
grow the game of golf in the state of Telangana
& support the community, especially the
caddies and golf course workers.
The immediate and the long-term objective
of the Foundation is to identify and drive the
best talent from the state to play to the best
of their ability. The founders have a vision of
making T Golf Foundation the platform for all
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Dr. NRN Reddy outlines the vision of T Golf Foundation

their weight behind this noble mission. Lexus
has rich history when it comes to supporting the
game of golf worldwide including events like
the US Open and current Lexus ambassadors
include Jason Day, Patrick Cantlay, Annika
Sörenstam and Natalie Gulbis amongst others.
It serves as a great boost to the Foundation that
an illustrious backer is involved from day one.
Tiger Sports Marketing will be the technical
advisors of T Golf Foundation on a day-to-day
basis, bringing their more than two decade
long experience in golf to the table. TSM
has a huge history with big time golf being
the pioneers in bringing international golf to
India including ¿rst European Tour event in
2008. Led by the experienced Brandon de
Souza, credited being the pioneer in growing
the game makes this a perfect combination of
intent, support and execution.

Club News

ASHDALE GOLF CUP
DATE : 19th & 20th March 2021
VENUE : Ashdale Hotel, Nainital

he golfers saw some action in Nainital at
the Ashdale Golf Cup. The tournament
was played on gross stableford format
over 18 holes the event being managed by
SLW Golf Management.

T

The quality conditions and the blooming
state of the course had appreciations from the
participants and the guests.
Strict social distancing norms were followed
as per the guidelines of the government
witnessing some great golf. The champion
trophy of the Ashdale Golf Cup was awarded
to R J Gupta.

RESULTS:
Winner Nett: Dr. CM Tiwary
Winner Gross: R J Gupta
Maximum Pars: Nusrat Abassi
Winner in each fourball:
Group 1: Zafr Iqbal
Group 2: Dr. PM Bary
Group 3: Anubhav Aggarwal
Group 4: Mickey Bajpei
Group 5: Ranbir S. Bhadauria
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AM/AM TOURNAMENT AT GULMOHAR GREENS

Kavil & Ketul Patel

F

ifty-eight golfers teed off at the Amateur
tournament played at Gulmohar Greens
- Golf & Country Club on March 13 &
14 as a part of the Skoda Stellar-Go Golf 2021
calendar.
The golfers were paired into teams of two, and
was played in the scramble format, with the
best shot of the two partners being taken into

Siddharth & Meet Mavani

consideration for scoring purposes.
Varun Sood and H. P Singh Arora were the
winners in the 0-18 handicap category with 66
gross and nett score of -21. The team of Rajesh
Nathawat and JS Negi was the category runner
up with 72 gross and a net score of -16.
The team of Sidharth Mavani and Meet Mavani
emerged the winner in the 19-36 handicap

GULMOHAR GOLFER OF THE YEAR

Brig. A. K. Singh

Kataoke

T

Kuldeep Pungalia

he 3rd round of the 11-Round Gulmohar Golfer of the Year
(GGOY) 2021 witnessed several close and exciting contests as
38 golfers teed off.
A part of the Skoda Stellar - Go Golf 2021 calendar, the round 3 was
played at Gulmohar Greens - Golf & Country Club on March 27 and
28.
Brigadier A. K. Singh emerged as the Winner in the 0-14 handicap
category with 92 gross and 35 (B9-20) points, just edging out Runner
up Basant Agarwal who notched up 90 gross and 35 points (B9-18).
Mr. Kataoka was the Winner in the 15-23 handicap category with 87
gross and 36 points, and Umang Shah the Runner up with 94 gross
and 33 points.
Mr. Kuldeep Pungalia topped the tables in the 24-26 handicap category.
He emerged the Winner with 103 gross and 28 points, just ahead of
Jwalit Parmar, who scored 101 gross and 91 points.
Eighteen of the participants were awarded reward points, with each of
the winners taking home 3,000 points for their efforts, and the runner
ups 1,800 points.
Manish Tomar won the Skill competition for the “Longest drive at hole
#1” with a distance of 241 yards, while Snehal Kulsheshtha won the
competition for the “Closest to pin at hole #3” with 10 feet and 10 inch
from the hole.
Rajinder Chauhan won the skill competition for the “2nd shot Closest
to pin” at hole # 9 by 18 feet away from the hole.
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Varun Sood

category with 82 gross and a net score of -17,
getting the better of Ketul Patel and Kavil
Patel, the runner up team with 87 gross and net
score of -17.
The winning teams were awarded 3,000 reward
points for their efforts, and the runners up
2,600 2,600 points. Fourteen of the 29 teams
bagged the reward points.

MGPS JR CONCLUDES AT SHILLONG GOLF COURSE

he ¿rst event of the MGPS Junior and Amateur Tour 2021 concluded
at the Shillong Golf Course on 27th March 2021. The event is
conceptualised and conducted by Meghalaya Golf Promoters’
Society (the state Association for Golf in Meghalaya) with the support of
Shillong Club Ltd. MGPS is af¿liated to the Indian Golf Union (IGU) and
is keen to promote Golf in the region with their support. The stars of the
event were the 5 year old kids Aryan Bajaj, Mamatwa Jhunjhunwala and
Sharanya Bajaj. The Prize distribution was graced by Mr AL Hek (Hon’ble
Minister, Government of Meghalaya) as the Chief Guest alongwith the
Guests of Honor - Mr John Kharshiing (Working President - Meghalaya
State Olympic Association) and Mr Indrajit Bhalotia who attended the event
virtually

T

The Prize winners are as under:
SL NO

PRIZE

WINNER

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Best Gross 2nd Runner Up
Best Gross 1st Runner Up
Best Gross – Winner
Consolation Prize
Consolation Prize
Best Gross - 2nd Runner Up
Best Gross - 1st Runner Up
Best Gross – Winner
Consolation Prize
Consolation Prize
Best Gross - 2nd Runner Up
Best Gross - 1st Runner Up
Best Gross – Winner
Best Budding Golfer

Mamatwa Jhunjhunwala
Aryan Bajaj
Sharanya Bajaj
Pratham Jhunjhunwala
Muskaan Singhania
Deep Bajaj
Shivaai Agarwal
Da I Piya Dkhar
Pranav Arora
Reet Bajaj
Shaurya Goenka
Siddhanth Singhania
Thongvanglen Hangsing
Ryan Pargal Lyngdoh
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GOLF@THON-IV

OLF@THON.... marathon of gol¿ng started in 2018 when a group
of enthusiasts namely Doc Hari Gupta, Hemant Khera and Aagosh
Bhatia decided to challenge the boundaries of physical and mental
endurance in Golf. The ¿rst edition of 54 holes in a day was played
in July of 2018 in ITC. Ever since, the event is conducted annually
with its IVth edition being organized successfully in the month of
March 2021,
Golf@thon-IV was played over a period of two consecutive days, 19th &
20th March 2021, with 45 holes done on the ¿rst day at the Classic Golf &
Country Club and 18 holes the next day at the Qutub Golf Course. It was a
keenly contested match between two inspiringly titled teams, the “Avengers”
and the “Titans”. The Titans were ably led by their captain, Mr Dev Amritesh
and the Avengers had Captain Rohit Sultania at the helm. The format of the
game was Stroke Play
with a Shotgun start.
The overall 63 holes net
winner of all handicap
category, was Mr
Rishabh Mann and the
team Avengers lifted the
Team Championship
Trophy for Golf@
thon-IV at a gala awards
ceremony held at the
Qutab Golf Course.

BUSINESS LEADER OF THE YEAR
PAWAN MUNJAL

P

awan Munjal, Chairman, MD and CEO of Hero MotoCorp
was awarded as the ‘Business Leader of the Year’ at the
Economic Times Award of Corporate Excellence 2020.
He is a passionate and big golf supporter who has been sponsoring
the Hero Indian Open, Hero Women’s Indian Open on the Ladies
European Tour alongwith the entire Hero Women’s Professional
Golf Tour of India. Hero Motocorp also supports various top
Indian Pros like Anirban Lahiri, Shiv Kapur, Shubhankar
Sharma, Sharmila Nicollet, Tvesa Malik to name few.

CWT TOURNAMENT
his tournament has now
become the premium charity
event on Delhi Golf Club’s
annual gol¿ng calendar. With a
record 400 plus entries, the event
had to be played over 2 days.
This is now an established
tournament and attracts entries
from across the country. In spite of
total lockdown, CWT managed to
gather the bank account details of
every registered caddy via phone
calls and messaging and ensure the
sum of Rs. 14,500/- was paid into
each account. CWT is committed
to continue this activity, whenever
necessary; however, Trustees appeal
to golf club managements to take
cognizance of the fact that course
closure is not just an inconvenience

to members but life altering for
caddies and their families. CWT is
committed to provide caddy children
going to school/college with tablets/
smartphones, so no child is deprived
of attending his/her online classes.
To-date CWT has provided 100
tablets to children of caddies.
Completing 10 years of dedicated
service to the caddy community and
their families, CWT are committed
to ensuring that the future of the
Trust and our work continues.
To this end CWT have already
encouraged the next generation of
DGC kids e.g. Karanvir Duggal,
grandson of one of the founding
Trustees Col. R.S. Bedi, to get
involved and volunteer, ready to take
on the baton.

CWT - ISHITA GUPTA wins Overall Ladies Gross prize. Ishita is
part of DGC’s Girl Child Programme sponsored by Shreya Ghei

CWT - Overall Gross winner Jasjit Singh receives
his prize from DGC President Manjit Singh
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UDAYAN MANE AND CHIKKARANGAPPA

the top two Indians in the Of¿cial World Golf Ranking (OWGR) with less
than three months in the Olympic quali¿cation cut-off date

Udayan Mane

ith March 2021 drawing
to an end, less than
three months remain
in the cut-off date (21
June 2021) for Olympic
quali¿cation for the
men’s golf event. Here’s
a look at the top Indians
in the Of¿cial World Golf Ranking (OWGR)
at the end of March 2021.
Udayan Mane at 286 and Chikkarangappa S
at 324 are currently the two highest ranked
Indians in the world and thus stand a good
chance of qualifying for this year’s Tokyo
Olympics. Mane and Chikka reaped the
rewards for their top-notch performances
at the PGTI’s Prometheus School Presents
Delhi-NCR Open Golf Championship 2021
where they ¿nished as winner and joint
runner-up respectively.
Content Editor: Nikhil Kalaan, Media Manager, PGTI

Chikkarangappa S

Gaganjeet Bhullar at 327 is another top
contender for the Olympics. Bhullar enjoyed
a fruitful month in March having posted a
tied second at the Commercial Bank Qatar
Masters and a tied 16th at the Magical Kenya
Open, both European Tour events.
Karandeep Kochhar (334), Rashid Khan
(335), Shubhankar Sharma (380), Aman Raj
(444), Veer Ahlawat (461), Anirban Lahiri
(478) and Shiv Kapur (518), will also be ones
to watch out for in the race for quali¿cation
to the Olympics.
The Olympic ¿eld is restricted to 60 players for
each of the men’s and women’s competitions.
The International Golf Federation (IGF)
will utilize the of¿cial world golf rankings
to create the Olympic Golf Rankings as a
method of determining eligibility. The top-15
world-ranked players will be eligible for the
Olympics, with a limit of four players from
a given country. Beyond the top 15, players
will be eligible based on the world rankings,

with a maximum of two eligible players from
each country that does not already have two
or more players among the top-15.
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PROMETHEUS SCHOOL ASSOCIATES WITH DELHI-NCR OPEN
GOLF CHAMPIONSHIP 2021 AS PRESENTING PARTNER
INDIAN CRICKET LEGEND KAPIL DEV INDUCTED AS BOARD MEMBER ON THE PGTI

L - R: Mr. Ravi Grover - Director, Golden Greens Golf Club, Mrs. Rashima V Varma - Principal, Prometheus School, Mr. Uttam Singh Mundy - CEO, PGTI,
Indian cricket legend Mr. Kapil Dev and Indian golfing great Mr. Jeev Milkha Singh at the pre-tournament press conference

rometheus School, Noida, associated
with the TATA Steel Professional
Golf Tour of India’s (PGTI) DelhiNCR Open Golf Championship
2021 as the Presenting Partner. The
tournament was played at the scenic Golden
Greens Golf Club in Gurugram from March
16th – 19th, 2021. The Pro-Am was staged on
March 20th. The tournament, the 10th event
of the 2020-21 PGTI season, carried a prize
purse of Rs. 30 lakh.

P

Primary Years Programme and Middle Years
Programme and is pursuing authorization as an
IB World School. The school aims to provide

The third edition of the Delhi-NCR Open
Golf Championship was also supported by
Gujarat Tourism which was the Associate
Partner for the event.
Prometheus School, founded in 2019, is
a Cambridge IGSCE and candidate school
for the International Baccalaureate (IB)
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Mrs. Rashima V Varma, Principal, Prometheus School,
emphasised on how associating with events such as
the Delhi-NCR Open will help expose students from
their school to the sport of golf

holistic education to children, encompassing
- academics, co-curricular activities, sports
education and life skills learning. It is situated
in lush green area of more than seven acres of
land in Jaypee Greens in Sector 131 and it is
one of the best schools on Noida Expressway
offering a program that focuses on skill-based
& experiential learning with world-class
infrastructure.
Gujarat Tourism promotes the state of
Gujarat as a tourist destination. The vibrant
Indian state of Gujarat is an attractive tourist
destination for international and domestic
travelers alike. You could travel to this
incredible state of India for many reasons.
The state is blessed with diverse attractions
such as historical monuments, world famous
architecture, beautiful natural landscape,

Mr. Uttam Singh
Mundy, CEO, PGTI

The media turned out in large numbers for the press conference

“The Delhi-NCR Open Golf
Championship has emerged
as one of the most highly
anticipated events on
the PGTI calendar since
its inception in 2018. We
thank Prometheus School for coming on board as
Presenting Partner and Gujarat Tourism for being
the Associate Partner for the third edition of the
Delhi-NCR Open Golf Championship. The PGTI
appreciates the outstanding work being done by
Prometheus School in the ﬁeld of education and
we also support the school’s vision of nurturing
the next generation of global leaders who can
thrive anywhere in the world. With a lot of depth
in the ﬁeld we can expect a week of highly
competitive golf.”

Mr. Kapil Dev, Board
Member, PGTI
“I thank both the Presenting
Partner Prometheus School
and Associate Partner Gujarat
Tourism for supporting
the Delhi-NCR Open Golf
Championship 2021. As a
Board Member of the PGTI, I will try my best to
promote Indian professional golf. All sports need
promotion and since I play golf I’m delighted
to be involved with it. We need a lot of support
from corporates and the media to help give a
further boost to professional golf in India.”

Mr. Jeev Milkha
Singh

Mr. Kapil Dev addresses the media at the end of the press conference

temples and exotic wildlife.
At the press conference of the event
held on March 15th, 2021, Mr. Uttam
Singh Mundy, CEO, PGTI, inducted
Indian cricket legend Mr. Kapil Dev as
a Board Member of the PGTI. The press
conference was also attended by Indian
gol¿ng great Mr. Jeev Milkha Singh, Mrs.
Rashima V Varma, Principal, Prometheus
School and Mr. Ravi Grover, Director,
Golden Greens Golf Club.
The tournament featured some of the top
Indian professionals such as international
winners Rashid Khan, Rahil Gangjee,
Ajeetesh Sandhu, Chikkarangappa, Viraj
Madappa and Khalin Joshi along with 10time PGTI winner Udayan Mane and PGTI
Order of Merit leader Karandeep Kochhar.

Mr. Mukesh Sharma, Chairman and
Director, Prometheus School, said, “The
Prometheus School is honoured to be the
Presenting Partner for the Delhi-NCR
Open Golf Championship 2021. We
emphasize on all-round development of our
students including achieving excellence in
sports. This is therefore a great exposure
opportunity for our students to the sport of
golf and the varied facets of professional
sport. Associating with the Delhi-NCR
Open also helps us contribute to the
growth of Indian professional golf thereby
enabling our professional golfers in their
efforts to qualify for this year’s Olympic
Games. We look forward to a successful
event and an enduring partnership with the
PGTI.”

“I’m glad to hear that even
during these testing times,
the PGTI is hosting events
such as the Delhi-NCR Open
Golf Championship which is
presented by Prometheus
School with Gujarat Tourism as the Associate
Partner. I thank Prometheus School for coming out
in support of the PGTI and Indian professional golf.
“Gujarat is very close to my heart as the only
golf course that I have designed, Kensville Golf &
Country Club, is located in Ahmedabad. Gujarat
has seven top-class golf courses which not many
states can boast of. So I’m happy that Gujarat
Tourism has also associated with PGTI.
“Mr. Kapil Dev being inducted as a Board Member
of the PGTI will open up a lot of doors for the
PGTI. He’s a sporting legend, a keen golfer and
he has a vision so it will be great to see his
experience come into play for the beneﬁt of Indian
professional golf.”
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UDAYAN MANE REIGNITES SEASON WITH VICTORY

AT PROMETHEUS SCHOOL PRESENTS DELHI-NCR OPEN GOLF CHAMPIONSHIP 2021; WINNER
MANE MAKES A BIG PUSH IN THE WORLD RANKINGS AND OLYMPIC QUALIFICATION RACE

Udayan Mane receives the winner’s cheque from Ms. Aneesha Sahni, Principal, Prometheus School (2nd from left), Mr. Ravi Grover, Director, Golden
Greens Golf Club (extreme left), Mr. Uttam Singh Mundy, CEO, PGTI (2nd from right) and Dr. D M Manoj, Director, Physio Active Pvt. Ltd. (extreme right)

Shivendra Singh Sisodia’s sensational birdie-eagle ﬁnish earns him career-best
tied second place; Chikkarangappa and Aman Raj also claim tied second

P

une’s Udayan Mane, who had been
struggling to ¿nd his ‘A’ game since the
resumption of the tour in November last
year, ¿nally reignited his season with a two-shot
victory at the Prometheus School Presents DelhiNCR Open Golf Championship 2021 played at
the Golden Greens Golf Club in Gurugram.
The 30-year-old Mane clinched his 11th title on
the PGTI after he totaled 14-under-274 to prevail
by two strokes at the Rs. 30 lakh event. Udayan’s
third title of the 2020-21 PGTI season helped
him make a big push up the world rankings as he
climbed 45 spots from 320th position to 275th.
This also boosted his chances in the Tokyo
Olympics quali¿cation race.
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Gurugram-based Shivendra Singh Sisodia,
playing at his home course, secured a careerbest tied second place at 12-under-276 after a
sensational birdie-eagle ¿nish on the last two
holes helped the 31-year-old put up a score of 66.
Bengaluru’s Chikkarangappa (68) and Patna’s
Aman Raj (69) also took a share of second place.
Chandigarh’s Karandeep Kochhar (67) claimed
¿fth place at 11-under-277 to maintain his lead
in the PGTI Order of Merit.
Udayan Mane (71-67-67-69), the overnight
leader by one shot, had a hot start to the day with
two birdies on the ¿rst three holes which saw
him play a couple of good wedge shots. Udayan

then made some good putts which didn’t roll in
but he still hung on to his lead.
On the par-5 18th, Mane sank a crucial 10feet birdie putt to seal the deal even as playing
partner Aman Raj missed his eagle putt from the
same distance. The win was a shot in the arm
for the big-built Udayan who earned ¿ve world
ranking points and went past Rashid Khan to
become the highest-ranked Indian in the Of¿cial
World Golf Ranking (OWGR).
Udayan had bagged the ¿rst two trophies of the
2020-21 PGTI season as part of his three match
winning streak which began with the seasonending event of the previous 2019 season.

Shivendra Singh Sisodia’s sensational birdie-eagle finish for a score of 66 earned him a career-best tied second place

Aman Raj was a part of the three-way tie for
second place, he carded a 69 in Round 4

However, he had not been at his best since the
resumption of the tour in November last year.
Mane won a prize money cheque worth Rs.
4,84,950 and thus continued in third place on the
PGTI Order of Merit.
Mane said, “The win couldn’t have come at a
better time for me as the race for quali¿cation
to the Olympics is quite intense at the moment
with the likes of Gaganjeet, Rashid, Chikka,

Mr. Mukesh Sharma, Chairman and Director, Prometheus
School, highlighted the vision and mission of Prometheus
School during the prize presentation ceremony of the
Pro-Am event

Chikkarangappa also took joint second place
after scoring a 68 in the final round

Karandeep and Aman Raj, all being strong
contenders.
“I still have some time to get back to where my
game was at the start of the season last year.
But the work I’ve put in is now paying off. I
just need to keep doing the same thing, I’m
de¿nitely on the right track. My tee shots and
putting stood out this week. I also gave myself
a lot of birdie chances. I dedicate this win to my
late grandfather who passed away last month.
“I thank my sponsor AVT for all their support.
I would also like to thank Prometheus School,
Gujarat Tourism, Golden Greens Golf Club and
Physio Active for supporting this event.”
Shivendra Singh Sisodia (71-71-68-66), known
for driving it long, was exceptional with his ironplay and approach shots on Friday. Shivendra,
who was overnight tied eighth and ¿ve off the
lead, collected three birdies over the ¿rst 12
holes before signing off in style with birdieeagle on the last two holes.
Shivendra, who jumped from 75th to 46th place
in the PGTI Order of Merit, said, “My driving

Udayan Mane reignited his season with a victory following
a final round of 69 and as a result made a big push in the
world rankings and Olympic qualification race

“ I thank my sponsor
AVT for all their support.
I would also like to
thank Prometheus
School, Gujarat Tourism,
Golden Greens Golf Club
and Physio Active for
supporting this event. ”
was outstanding through the week as I landed it
over 350 yards on about 10 occasions during the
tournament. In the ¿nal round, I struck it over
300 yards at least four times. I checked my ball
carry distance before the event and it was around
296 yards. That gave me a lot of con¿dence. I
also enjoyed the advantage of playing in my
home conditions especially while hitting it off
the tee.”
Chikkarangappa (70-65-73-68), the winner of the
tournament’s previous edition, mixed six birdies
with two bogeys for his 68 and got within a shot
of the lead at one stage. Chikka’s joint runner-up
¿nish kept him in second position in the PGTI
Order of Merit. He also made decent progress in
the world ranking jumping from 352nd to 317th
position.
Aman Raj (72-66-69-69) was also part of the
three-way tie for second place. Aman shot a
bogey-free 69 in round four. His last hole birdie
lifted him to a tied second ¿nish and as a result
pushed him up from eighth to ¿fth in the PGTI
Order of Merit.
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UDAYAN MANE
on the unique features of
the Golden Greens Golf Club
where he triumphed (On his
Instagram handle @mane_

KAPIL DEV
(Board Member, PGTI)
on why the sport of golf
is one of his biggest
passions in life
Golf is the only game where I’m not depending on
anybody, I have to depend on myself and I come
to know about my own ability and that’s what I like
about this game. In cricket, you’re depending on
the wicketkeeper, slip ﬁelders and others to help
you. Here in golf you have the ball and the club,
you have to hit it yourself and nobody will guide
you. Whether you’ve made the right decisions on
the golf course or not, you will only get to know at
the end of the game and that’s the beauty of this
game.

Chikkarangappa S
on getting hooked
on to the sport of
shooting
I recently got hooked on to shooting. I’ve been
practicing some riﬂe and pistol shooting in the 10
metre range at the Padukone-Dravid Centre for
Sports Excellence in Bengaluru. As shooting is also
a precision sport it has a lot of similarities with golf.
Shooting helps me unwind and in addition to that it
encourages quick decision-making therefore I feel
taking to this completely new sport has helped me
in my decision-making process on the course.
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udayan)
It’s always nice to get out of your comfort zone and play
a links course which demands from you to think on each
and every shot instead of just hitting fairways and greens.
Deep pot bunkers and cleverly contoured greens which
require precise play and strategic placing of shots which
is the key to successfully negotiating this golf course. The
Golden Greens Golf Club set amidst the Aravalli Hills tests
the skill levels of all golfers ranging from the professional
to the high or mid handicappers. The course blends with
the natural surroundings and provides an exceptional
experience.

Uttam Singh Mundy
(CEO, PGTI) on Indian
cricket legend Kapil
Dev being inducted as
a Board Member on the
PGTI
It’s fantastic to have Mr. Kapil Dev on board as a
Governing Body Member of the PGTI. I think it’s huge
for Indian professional golf. He is an Indian sporting
legend and also has a vision for golf in India. So with
his name being associated with PGTI we can look
forward to some great things for Indian professional
golf in the future.

